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Motivation and
Spirit at UOP Can a perfect life be bought?
r^t: on the upswing
Advertising's persuasion in society
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Throughout the year at the University of the Pacific, it has been
said, written and constantly debated that this word, apathy, describes
the lack of involvement on the campus defined as: lack of emotion,
^YUm,
indifference, lack of interest.
«J^lyOW,v10Wu,k
Apathy exists on all campuses nationwide, and for a university with
3,500 students, the figures aren't out of the ordinary. At each
function, on the average, there are 300 students, equivalent to a 10
percent showing. It is understandably disappointing that more
students don't take advantage of things, but according to Judy
Chambers, vice president of Student Life, "Involvement is a personal
choice, and I don't think there's a lot of apathy ... everybody's doing
what they want to be doing."
r^wa*in p31"*"
According to ASUOP President Norman Allen, involvement and
''^glac
,b<*t Mend.
participation by students across the campus is increasing rapidly, and
time and time again, support for events, clubs, and organizations is on
the rise. This is not to say that no problem exists, but Allen emphasizes
that "apathy is definitely decreasing."
With great opposition to President Atchley's proposal for a mass
graduation, hundreds of students petitioned for a change. 1988-89
ASUOP President Eric Kjeldgaard points out that in one week, there
was more spirit generated on campus than there has been in a while.
"There are so many things that help to motivate students at the
University," Kjeldgaard insists, and hopes to steadily increase interest
thta spacfl. Call (/if
among students in the year to come. "We want to work on tradition
1 at 946-2114. Classified re
.. the amount of knowledge and history we have at UOP is
1 1 for students, faculty id incredible."
ministration, $5
A contributing factor to lack of involvement may be in the
transition from high school to college. Allen notes that many students
come from spirited high schools. Chambers adds that, due to the
academic environment that is stressed at UOP, a gap remains between
high school and college. This gap usually results in lack of
participation, spirit, and motivation.
It should be recognized, though, that the last two freshman classes
lave been "extremely spirited," said Allen, and with that motivation
continuing, "I don't see why the campus won't be extremely upbeat!"
A high percentage of students have demonstrated leadership ability
while the University is known for its "tradition of involvement," ac
cording to Chambers. She also adds that throughout freshman orien
tation, campus overnights, and open houses, the importance of
student life and being involved is emphasized.
There are still no explanations for the 24 percent voter turnout at
elections this year, or the overall lack of support at various athletic
events, but in the past two years, "We've grown extensively from
apathy," said Kjeldgaard.
It has been an exhausting subject with no real answer, but Allen
seems it up with the statement, "if there was a quick and easy answer
for apathy, there wouldn't be any problems."

^ercent of UOP
applicants steady
nnifer Paul

aff Writer
'Although the actual number
high school applicants is down,
e percentage of applicants to
OP has remained steady for the
® ten years," according to Dean
ledford, dean of admissions.
The actual number of 18-yeards in the country has diminshed
recent years, so there are fewer
gh school students applying to go
'college. Because of this, compelion to get the students to UOP
become an even bigger chalige.
In 1972, UOP had a prospective
K of 20,000 people, which grew to
'0,000 names in 1987. In 1972,
* refined list — the people who
ave shown interest in Pacific after
sing contacted — went down to
>,000, compared to the refined
k in 1987 which was cut to 30<000 names.
To help keep the number of
'plicants up, the Admissions Of^ has a team of eight professionadmissions officers that work
'!h a support staff of 15. The
tff members visit 600 schools in
1 states, including Alaska and
awaii, all between October and
Member.
In recent years, the University
^ become more aggressive in its
'^national recruiting program,
fruiter Gary Hoover has tra'ed to Hong Kong, Malaysia,
Pan and other foreign countries
recruit foreign as well as Ameri^ students. So far Hoover's ef-

forts have been successful, having
recruited over 375 foreign students
as well as American students.
Based on 1,100 undergraduate
students enrolling in Pacific, it
costs UOP about $975 per admit
ted student. This number includes
the cost of catalogues, overnighters, staff salaries, publications, fol
ders, etc.
According to Medford, the fac
tors which recruiters stress the
most about UOP include acade
mics, size, beauty of campus, qual
ity of the faculty, size of the classes
and the quality of the student
body. "The campus is of ideal size,
large enough to be a University
and small enough to be a college,"
he said.
Approximately 3,500 students
apply to Pacific each year and
roughly 3,000 of them are accept
ed. Of the 3,000 who are accepted
by Pacific, 1,100 actually attend
UOP.
"Our main competitors, Berke
ley, UCLA and Davis, have begun
actively recruiting students in re
cent years. One reason that the UC
schools look so attractive to the
students is the fact that students
can enjoy the reputation of a UC
school for a fraction of the cost of
Pacific," said Medford.
"Many people are hesitant to
apply to Pacific because of the
cost. We stress financial aid a lot,
and let them know that we can
make UOP within their means
through financial
aid. We lose
more students to Berkeley than any
other school."

Imagine for a moment a new
and different world, one where
almost everyone is white, and men
outnumber women by two to one.
A world where almost all of the
women are young, beautiful,
absolutely everyone is heterosex
ual, and for the most part, still
living in nuclear families in which
the man goes out to work and the
woman stays at home with the
children. It is also a world where
people are very rarely disabled,
either physically or mentally, un
less you count housewives talking
to little men in toilet bowls.
In the equality and imageconscious '80s and '90s, this may
seem unfathomable to many of us.
Yet this is a world we are confront
ed with each and every day. And
every day we accept it as "normal"
and "reasonable," although in
reality it only accurately reflects 12
percent
of
the
American
population. We even tend to strive,
subconsciously perhaps, to become
a part of this world through our
use of a certain mouthwash or a
brand of jeans.
This is a world that was graphi
cally presented to an almost full
house at the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall last Thursday night as Dr.
Jean Kllbourne presented her
speech and slide presentation enti
tled, "The Naked Truth: Advertis
ing's Image of Women."
On Friday, Kilbourne discussed
the topic, "Under the Influence:
The Pushing of Alcohol Via
Advertising." Both speeches were
part of Sexual Awareness Week
and were sponsored by the Chap
lain's Office, UPBEAT Lectures,
San Joaquin Delta College, and
the San Joaquin Women's
Recovery Program/Women's Cen
ter.
By mixing informative insights
about the advertising world with
key humorous notes, Kilbourne
described how it is not just the
individual ads, but the cumulative
effect of all 1,500 of them that the
average adult is exposed to every
day that matters, which totals to
one and one half years spent wat
ching commercials during your
lifetime.
"Each [ad] may be stupid and
trivial in itself and everyone feels
exempt from its effect, as if we can
see each as the contrived situation
it is and act as if we are above its
influence," Kilbourne stated. Psy
chology majors can tell us that it is

I -

Dr. Jean Kilbourne presents speech on "The Naked Truth: Advertising's Image of Women!"*'"' Swmden/ti" p"clnc*n
often the unconscious material in
life that effects us the most.
According to Kilbourne, adver
tising is one of the most powerful
educational forces in our society. It
has been referred to as the propa
ganda of American society.
"Advertising, in addition to selling
individual products, teaches all of
us to be, above all, consumers. It
teaches us that happiness can be
bought; that there are instant solu
tions to life's complex problems."
Advertising thrives upon making
us feel anxious and insecure. "It
simply wouldn't work if it didn't
make us feel that way." It also, of
course, plays a fundamental role in
our economy.
According to Kilbourne, women
continue to be portrayed in the
media as sexpots or as demented
housewives pathologically obsessed
with cleanliness. "Ring around the
collar is still very much with us and
still no one asks why he doesn't
wash his neck," she commented.
Examples from magazine and news
paper ads for products such as
make-up and underwear, cigarettes
and perfume were all presented
and highlighted, often in a humor
ous way, the "real," usually nega
tive, way that women are portraged by advertisements, and the
implications that follow.
Ads show women, according to

Kilbourne, in a perfectionistic way,
which says that women are desira
ble "... only if we are young, thin,
carefully made-up and polished ...
And if we deviated from that norm
at aftr-we are met with contempt
and hostility." Kilbourne asked the
audience to imagine these messages
about any other group in society.
"Substitute ... some ethnic group.
It would be unthinkable. But
somehow it's acceptable when it's
women."
In discussing the effects of alco
hol advertising on society, Kil
bourne repeatedly brought home
one certain point: Advertisements
for alcohol encourage abuse by
making it seem normal and accept
able. "Alcohol is shown as the
perfect enhancement to any occa
sion, whether it's a celebration or a
way to increase one's sex drive,"
she stated.
Alcohol ads tend to be targeted
at: 1) young people, so a brand
name can get them while they're
young and establish their buying
patterns for the next 40 or 50 years;
2) women, who have a tendency to
use alcohol to excess when
"dealing" with their inferior status
in society; and 3) minority groups,
who also tend to create and foster
brand loyalties throughout the so
cial group. Kilbourne stated that
the reason she feels it is important

to talk to college students about
alcohol advertising is "because
college students are so heavily tar
geted by the brewers, in particular
... They pull out all the stops and
not only get kids to drink but to
drink very heavily."
By using astounding and
thought-provoking statistics about
the power and control of alcohol in
our society (we each have a one in
two chance of being in an alcoholrelated accident in our lifetime,
and alcohol is the number one
cause of death in 17-24 year-olds),
Kilbourne successfully proved to
the
audience
how
beer
commercials and liquor ads play
upon our fears and attempt to
show these fears in a positive light.
"Alarming, and true, statistics
are never shown in alcohol ads;
that would make us think about
the dangers and keep us from buy
ing it," Kilbourne stated. And ad
vertising's $100 billion per year
industry would falter by using
honesty in the advertisements.
Advertising is the foundation of
the mass media. The messages pre
sented by ads are rarely noticed,
thought about, or discussed. But
thanks to Dr. Jean Kilbourne, we
are now more aware of its perva
sive and persuasive influence.

Peters and Tingley vie for Dean title
Christina Barnes
News Editor

Battling in the final round for
the title of dean of Admissions at
the University of the Pacific are
two accomplished candidates: Wil
liam D. Tingley from Stanford
University and Patricia E. Peters
of Merrimack College in North
Andover, Massachusetts.
The search for a new dean of
Admissions began at the end of the
fall semester when E. Leslie Med
ford, current dean, announced his
plan to retire on June 1. Medford
has been an administrative officer
at the University for 26 years. He
has served as dean of Admissions
since 1974.
William D. Tingley
Tingley's career began after his
graduation
in 1964 from the
University of California, Davis,
where he achieved his bachelor of
arts degree and master of a
degree in political science.
After serving as a lieutenant in
the Army Intelligence and Security

branch of the military service for
two years, Tingley joined the
administration of the University of
California, Santa Cruz in January
of 1967.
He served there as
financial aid officer until August
1968 when he became financial aid
and placement officer (associate
dean of Students).
As financial aid and placement
officer, he was responsible for all
UCSC financial aid programs, for
representing the school to a variety
of organizations, and for directing
the university career placement
program.
In August 1969, Tingley became
assistant dean of Admissions at
Whitman College and was soon
promoted as director of Admis
sions in June 1971. Under this title,
he reported directly to the presi
dent as chairman of the board of
Admissions and officer of the col
lege, and member of the president's
cabinet.
Presently, Tingley resides in San
Mateo while serving as associate
dean of undergraduate admissions
at Stanford. Such a job requires
him to act as senior staff member
in the process of evaluating and

admitting both freshman and
transfer students and as director of
transfer admissions.
In addition, he operates as as
sistant to the dean of Undergra
duate Admissions in a variety of
admissions responsibilities, and as
a representative of Stanford in an
nual travel, such as to high schools
and to regional and national con
ferences.
Patricia Peters
Patricia Peters graduated from
Mount Saint Mary College in
Hooksett New Hampshire in
1972 with a bachelor of arts in
English. In 1984 she received her
masters in business administration
from Babson college in Wellesley,
Massachusetts.
After receiving her bachelor's
degree, Peters became director of
Admissions at Mount Saint Mary
College in 1972. Four years later
she became associate director for
the Regional Office of the College
Board in Waltham, Massachu
setts until 1983.
Peters' work with the Board in
volved all programs within Admis

sions and Guidance Services, and
focused considerably on the Scho
lastic Aptitude Test (SAT),
Achievement Tests and related data. Her position also required her to
serve as spokesperson to the press
and to monitor legislative efforts.
Since 1983, Peters has been dean
of Admissions and Financial Aid
at Merrimack College in North
Andover, Massachusetts.
Peters' other activities include
her involvement as an executive
member on the President's Adviso
ry Board at Daniel Webster Col
lege in Nashua, New Hampshire.
Also, at Mount Saint Mary
Seminary in Nashua, Peters is a
trustee from 1986 to 1989.
Some of Peter's professional af
filiations include the American As
sociation of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers, Catholic
College Coordinating Council,
New England Association of Col
lege Admissions counselors, New
England Association of Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions Offi
cers, and New England Catholic
College Admissions Council.
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In the news
LOCAL
U O P REGENTS APPROVE TUITION INCREASE
... An increase in tuition by $886 for 1988-89 has been
approved by the UOP Board of Regents. The 8.2 percent
increase in tuition, to a total of $11,648 per academic yeai,
is coupled with a 6.8 percent increase in room and board
rates to a total of $4,462 per year. Total cost tor an
academic year, exchi ling books and incidental fees, will
be $16,110.

SPECIAL OLYMPICS 1988 ... UOP students interes
ted in being timers, buggers or organizers for the Special
Olympics Track and Field Event, April 8, must attend a
meeting on March 17 at 5 p.m. in the Z Building West.
Additional information can be obtained from Kathy Klein
in Athletics.
ANDERSON Y DEVEI OPMENT ... The Anderson Y
Center invites interested members of the University
community to get involved with the Y. If you are
interested in serving on the board of directors or any of
the standing committees (finance, fu'ndraising, staff or
volunteer development) either now or in the next academic
year, please contact the1 aff and Volunteer Development
committee c/o the Anderson Y, UOP, Stockton, CA
95211 by Friday, April 7, or call 946-2444.
ARTISTS OF THE FUTURE PRESENT WORK ...
UOP students will display their artwork during an
exhibition March 14-25 in the UOP Gallery. The student
artists will be present to discuss their work at a gallery
reception on Thursday, March 17, from 7-9 p.m.

c

Night with the Ports
"Oh somewhere in this favored
land the sun is shining bright;
The band is playing somewhere
and somewhere hearts are light,
And somewhere men are laughing
and little children shout;
But there is no joy in Mudville —
mighty Casey has struck out."
When E.L. Thayer wrote the
ballad, "Casey at the Bat," he did
not know that the legend would
live on for 100 years. The poem
first appeared on June 3, 1988 in
the San Francisco Chronicle, and it
touched the hearts and minds of
baseball fans everywhere.
One
hundred years later, the legend of
the Mudville 9 and the mighty
Casey is familiar to both the old
and the young, and we still ask
"Who was this mighty Casey?"
Many Stocktonians believe that
Stockton was the setting for the
Muu.ille 9's all-star baseball game
Thayer wrote about in 1888.
Stockton was referred to then as
Mudville by the captains of the big
paddle-wheel boats travelling up
the Sacramento and San Joaquin
rivers. They would get stuck,
sometimes for days, waiting for the
tide to wash the mud from the river
bottoms out of the paddles.
Hence, they dubbed the town
Mudville.
Many baseball players have
claimed to be the "Casey" that
Thayer based his poem on. One of
them, John Patrick Cahill, played

with the Stockton Ports. Of course
at that time they were called the
Mudville Ports. Since Stockton
was supposedly the original
"Mudville" it seemed only appro
priate that Cahill should be the
original Casey.
The legend of Casey and the
Mudville 9 has yet to be proved or
disproved. One hundred years lat
er, however, we remember the era
when uniforms were flannel, fans
were called patrons and even base
ball superstars "struck out."
Even though we don't officially
celebrate the 100 year anniversary
of "Casey at the Bat" until June,
UOP's Night at the Ports will
honor the legend on Saturday,
April 30, at the Billy Hebert Field.
Beginning with a tailgate party
at 5 p.m. and followed by an
exhibition game at 6:15 p.m., the
evening's festivities culminate with
the Stockton Ports taking on the
Visalia Oaks baseball team at 7:30
p.m.
General admission is $1.50 if
purchased before April 1 and $3
after that date and includes a free
t-shirt, the tail-gate party and a
raffle of over 50 prizes.
"Come celebrate this historical
event with us and show your sup
port for the Stockton Ports and the
game that has brought years of
enjoyment to baseball fans every
where," said Jason Kane, UOP gra
duate student studying public rela

Dentistry prof named
UOP alumni president

SPIRITUAL SPECTRUM SERIES PRESENTS AL
TERNATIVES ... A d
m Y offers "The complete
guide to channeling" on Sunday, March 20, at 6:30 p.m.
The purpose is to provide new information and experienc
es for those seeking
rsonal growth and new
levels of awareness. For more information contact the
Anderson Y Center, (209) 946-2444 or Brandy, (209)
464-3412.

"BOWL FOR KIDS SAKE" ... Big Brothers/Big
Sisters of America has designated each March as "Super
Strikes/Bowling for Kids Sake" Month. The organization
will host their "Bowl for Kids Sake" bowl-a-thon on
Saturday, March 26,1988.
SUMMER POSITONS AVAILABLE M.. The City of
Alameda has positions open for Recreation Leaders,
Tennis instructors and Aquatics staff. Applications
should be obtained from the Alameda Recreation and
Park Department Office, Room 201, City Hall, Alameda
CA 94501. Get them in soon!
COP A POSITIONS AVAILABLE ... Senator and
assembly positions are available for all class standings in
the College of the Pacific Association. Applications can
be picked up in the COPA Office (Bannister Hall 107,
next to Student Advising) from 1-5 p.m. They are due by
March 24.

NATIONAL
DEGREES ALMOST HOSTAGE ... Angered by the
failure of University of New Mexico to adopt a
plus/minus grading system approved three years ago, the
Faculty Senate last month considered withholding under
graduate degrees until the plan was implemented.
But after UNM President Gerald May promised Facul
ty Senate President Jack Omdahl the system would be
adopted by the end of the semester, the Senate voted to
table until April a resolution. The resolution states the
Senate "has full responsibility for approval of degrees,
and thus we need not continue to certify the results of the
administration's use of a grade point system that we no
longer recognize." Thus the threat of degree hostage was
relieved.
STUDENT JOB OFFERS RISE ... According to the
College Placement Council, students of the Class of 1988
ge :ral!y are gettin- more job offers and higher starting
salaries than last year's graduates. The stock market crash
of October 19 has not affected corporate recruiting of new
graduates.

James S. Dower, UOP School of Dentistry
Dr. James
IA . . i , a 1976 graduate of the School of Dentistry,
University of the Pacific, was recently inducted as President of the UOP
Alumni Association.
Dower is an assistant professor in the Department of Operative
Dentistry at UOP and has been involved in dental education since 1976
when he began teaching on a one day per week basis at the School. In
recent years he has also been involved in private practice in San
Francisco, San Leandro, and Marin County.
Active on the Alumni Board since 1981, Dower has been involved with
a wide variety of alumni activities including the coordination of student
sporting events, the establishment of an off-campus association with a
local recreational facility for student use and the organization of a
student/alumni committee aimed at helping students gain access to
practitioners' offices for the purpose of observation and interview.
A member of the Tau Kappa Omega dental honor fraternity and the
Alpha Gamma Sigma honor society, Dower received his undergraduate
degree from Cal State Hay ward in 1971.
A native of Marin county, Dower currently resides in San Rafael where
he is active with his local church and as father to his seven-year-old son,
Michael Christopher.

Gallery exposes top art
Jennifer Paul
Staff Writer

"My main purpose is to ex
pose students and members of the
community to what is on the cut
ting edge in the art world," said
UOP Art Gallery Director Craig
Black.
The UOP Gallery, located in the
upper level of the McCaffrey
Center, has been a part of the
campus since January of 1975. It is
one of the two professional galler
ies located on the campus. The
other is the Richard Reynolds
Gallery, located in the art dep
artment in the Quonset Huts.
Black has been director of the
Gallery for the past four years. He
is responsible for the set up of the
calendar and attracts top artists to
come and present their work.
"Most of the work that is shown at
the Gallery is for sale, but because
we are not really a commercial
gallery, it is sometimes difficult to
get some of the more well-known
artists here," according to Black.
"In order to get these big shows,
such as Robert Arneson and Clay
ton Baily, it must not be a hassle
for them to show, so we arrange
for their work to be sent or picked
up."
There is insurance to cover the
work, both during transportation
and during the duration of the
stay. The University has also instal

Expected site of
gift remains va
cant.
Robert Gale
Staff Writer

They say that Rot - was not
built
in
a
day.
The
now-graduated Class of 1987
Senior Gift Committee has
found that neither are drinking
fountains. Last year the com
mittee raised over $1,000 to
build a commemorative drink
ing fountain, only to find it had
not been built by graduation. It
has taken much longer than ex
pected and it appears that con
struction of the gift will again be
delayed.
According to Ross Morton,
director of the Physical Plant, a
tentative site selection was
made, but the project will be
placed on hold until further sites
are studied.
The primary cause of the de
lay appears to be confusion over
where the fountain will be locat
ed. The Senior Gift Committee
had wanted to locate it in the
sandy area between Hand Hall

and the Quonsets. A sign was
erected at this site during the
pledge drive, and there were
even hopes that this area would
become a senior quad.
Unfortunately, that area had
already been set aside as part of
a proposed new art center, re
quiring that an alternative site
be found.
Finding a new site involves
new difficulties. According to
Morton, the placement of the
fountain depends heavily on its
proximity to the proper utilities.
It must be located close to a
source of potable water, gas and
a waste line.
One site that is being consid
ered is in the Raney Recreation
Area on the south side of the
gym. Not only is this site close
to the necessary utilities, but it is
centrally located, highly visible
and used year-round by stu
dents playing basketball and
volleyball.
It's true that Rome was not
built in a day, but it was built
eventually. So it is with the
Class of 1987 Senior Gift. It is
taking a while, but perhaps
someday the last year's gra
duates will have the drinking
fountain they have been waiting
for.
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JEFFERSON AWARD RECIPIENTS ... Four Sacra
mento County residents and one Stockton resident are the
recipients of the 1988 Jefferson Awards for outstanding
community service. The recipients will be featured in a
special series during the week of March 14 in the KOVR
13 News Evening Report

SPRING BREAK AT DAYTONA BEACH ... Bud
Light FrisbeeTeam members
• pei
:a ai a Spnng
Break concert on Friday, March 18, on the beach at
Daytona Beach, Fla. MTV will broadcast the concert live
on March 18, at 1 p.m. (EST).

Will the 1987
senior gift emerge?

led four cameras as well as a video
tape system to help guarantee the
safety of the art.
Most galleries have a person
work as a "sitter," one who
"keeps an eye on" the gallery's
exhibit. In the Gallery, cameras
portray the image in the informa
tion booth downstairs in the Cen
ter. In the years that Black has
been at UOP, there has been no
damage or theft to any of the
work.
Black arranges for the nine year
ly shows through various means.
About one-third of the shows are
arranged through personal con
tacts, and the other two-thirds are
set up through "slide call" in Art
Week magazine.
Slide call is a process by which
interested artists submit slides of
their work to a gallery director and
are chosen through a selection pro
cess. About 200-300 applicants are
considered in filling five open spots
on the calendar. In addition, one
student exhibition show takes place
annually.
Black's role as Gallery director is
not a full time position for him. He
attends graduate school at Califor
nia College of Arts and Crafts in
Oakland, and teaches art classes at
UOP and Contra Costa, when he's
not painting and sculpting.

SADD saves friends
Dana Hazard
Staff Writer

"SADD, Students Against
Driving Drunk, is a campus
organization that offers students a
way to become involved while pot
entially saving the life of a friend,"
said John Trutna, co-president of
the organization.
Pacific's chapter of SADD was
chartered in April of 1986. Cur
rently, 50 members meet periodi
cally to make people aware of the
dangers involved with drinking and
driving.
SADD recently became affiliat
ed with BACCHUS, Boost Alco
hol Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students, an
other national organization.
"Whereas SADD is primarily a
high school organization, BAC
CHUS chapters are located on
hundreds of college campuses na
tionwide," said co-President Andy
Fletcher.

By affiliating with them, SADD
members will have greater access to
alcohol education and program
ming ideas, booklets, films, video
tapes and other materials. The affil
iation has also provided SADD
with an opportunity to send their
advisor, Greta Henglein, and two
SADD leaders to a one-day confer
ence this month in San Diego.
Pacific's SADD chapter recently
developed a "College Contract for
Life Between Friends." "We real
ize that students rarely drive to
parties; however, if you are ever in
a situation where you've had too
much to drink, you may call a
friend to pick you up, any time of I
day or night, and they will pick
you up with no questions asked," J
said Trutna.
Be aware of flyers and brochures
around campus announcing the |
meeting times. For further infor
mation contact Andy Fletcher or
John Trutna at 944-7600.

College stress can
be allayed with help
Whit Snow
Staff Writer

Nagging headaches, tense and
sore muscles, constant fatigue —
all are symptoms of stress. Many
students, especially around this
time (midterms, pledging, etc.), ex
perience some level of psychophy
siological stress. Fortunately, there
are workshops, such as the one
sponsored by the Supportive Ser
vices Program and the UOP psy
chology department, to help them
cope with the widespread prob
lem.
One of
the workshops,
"Physiological Stress Reduction
Techniques," was presented by
Theresa Stoner of UOP's Behav
ioral Medicine Clinic on March 2.
During the session, Stoner de
scribed the nature of stress and
how relaxation positively affects
the body by eliminating the
symptoms of stress.
"There's nothing mysterious
about relaxing; it can seem to elude
us sometimes and be beyond our
grasp," Stoner explained, "but if
you learn it, you can concentrate
on it and allow yourself to do it
during the day. I think it helps with
a lot of the stress, and I know it
helps to relieve tension in the bo
dy."
Stoner noted that relaxation is
seldom taught, even though
medical science is well aware of it.
"Personally, I think that some
doctors scoff at [relaxation train
ing] because it is so simple, but I
think it's very potent and possibly
[doctors] should offer it," Ston
er
said.
Furthermore,
"pharmaceutical companies sell
medication rather than teaching
self-regulatory techniques."
Stoner went on to explain how
relaxation functions. "It involves pos
itive expectations about change,"
she said. "If you think that
relaxation can work, it very proba
bly will work for you. If you have

a block against it (that it is too
simple or not enough), it may not
work for you. If you positively
expect it to produce change, it
will."
After describing the nature of
stress and relaxation, Stoner
explained various techniques that
will help a person elicit the relaxa
tion response. "Progressive relaxa
tion," in which the person syste
matically tenses and relaxes the
various muscle groups in the body
from head to toe. "You experience
tension, and then let it go."
"Transcendental meditation"
(TM), became very popular in the
late '60s. There are four things one
must have in order to practice this
method: a quiet environment, a
word such as "one" to focus on, a
passive attitude and a comfortable
sitting position that prevents sleep.
"Six-Second Quieting Reflex "
was designed by a doctor to be
practiced at any time a person
experiences stress. In only six
seconds, a person can relax him or
herself and handle the stressful
situation more effectively, accord
ing to Stoner.
In the last segment of the ses
sion, Stoner presented a subliminal
relaxation videotape which the au
dience experienced. This particular
tape was a 30-minute visual presen
tation of waves crashing on a
beach, accompanied by soothing
music. What the viewer couldn't
see or hear, however, were positive
subliminal messages for change
which flashed on the screen and
played over the soundtrack. "lt's
all very positive and it will all help
to affect change," Stoner said.
The value of stress management
workshops is that anyone can learn
to deal with stress in a short
amount of time. If one can learn to
handle stress, it will be easier to
achieve one's goals. According to
Stoner, relaxation is "the first step
to health."
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Da\ TONA BEACH, FL (CPS) — Hoping to keep partying
students from falling off the balcony of his Clarendon Plaza Hotel,
owner Chuck Penrod said he'll keep bolting shut balcony doors during
the spring break season.
Last week, Chet Cole of the Florida Division of Hotels and
Restaurants warned Penrod he was violating fire codes by blocking
access to the balconies, and said he would cite and fine the Clarendon.
"Instead of having one balcony death," Cole explained, "you'd
have maybe 20 (students] trapped inside" a room in case of a fire.
In the last four years, 31 people have fallen from Daytona Beach
balconies. Six of them died.
Alcohol was involved in all but one of the falls.
Most of the falls involved vacationers trying to get from one room
to another by jumping between balconies, attempting to perform
stunts, or simply losing their balance and pitching over the railings.
To solve the problem, the city last year gave hotel managers
extraordinary powers to have rowdy partiers arrested in their rooms.
There were no balcony deaths in the city during the 1987 break season.
Some 400,000 people are expected to vacation in Daytona Beach
during the 10-week break season this year, officials said.
Penrod said he'll continue to bolt his balcony doors despite Cole's
threat.
"I guess I'll just have to be cited if that's what it takes to save a kid's
life," he said.

SANTA BARBARA (CPS) — University of California at Santa
Barbara officials may believe in students' rights to protest, but want
students to pay for that right, too.
Administrators last week billed an arm of Santa Barbara's student
government for $211 to pay for cleaning up after 150 students who
occupied Chancellor Barbara Uehling's outer office November 5,
1987, to protest the hiring of a Central Intelligence Agency agent as a
visiting professor.
UCSB's Student Lobby didn't like the idea.
"Why are they billing [us]?" Student Lobby Annex Director Jaime
Acton asked the Daily Nexus, the school paper.
The reason, explained administrator Bob Kuntz, is that the Student
(Lobby sponsored the November rally, which led 150 students to
occupy Uehling's office and leave it "in disarray, with trash on the
I floor, new stains on the carpet and some walls adorned with small
amounts of graffiti."
Acton denied the Student Lobby was solely responsible for the
damages.
"If they think that the demonstration represented the sentiments of
one organization, which only consists of a few people, then they
missed the point altogether," he said.
Acton added the UCSB police, who eventually broke up the
occupation and arrested 38 demonstrators in the incident, might have
caused some of the damage, too.
"I don't believe our officers were writing on the walls," campus
police chief John MacPherson replied.

NEW YORK (CPS) — Television watchers get an average of 27
scenes per hour of characters depicting, discussing or suggesting sexual
behavior, the Planned Parenthood Federation of America found in a
new survey.
In all, that works out to 65,000 sexual references during prime time
programming during fall 1987, the report — prepared by Louis Harris
and Associates — found.
Each hour, viewers see an average of 10 sexual innuendoes, nine
kisses, five embraces or hugs, two references to intercourse and two
references to "deviant or discouraged sexual practices."
"(Television networks] barrage us all with sexually explicit pro
gramming," Planned Parenthood President Faye Wattleton
complained, "yet they are reluctant to balance that with constructive
information about pregnancy prevention or the consequences of
sexual relationships. This is reprehensible."
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Make big money this summer.
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Alaska's cannery/tourist
industry seeking employees.
Insider detailed report on sum
mer jobs. Send $5 to Destine
Alaska, Box 231894, Anc
horage, Alaska 99523.
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Cruise Ships Now Hiring. M/F.
Summer and Career
Opportunities (will train). Ex
cellent pay plus world travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean,
etc. CALL NOW: 206-7365103 ext. C205.

Zenith Data System seeks a
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motivated indiv. to be a
student rep. at UOP. Flexible
hrs., part time, earn a P.C.
and $ $. Contact ZDS. Alex
Rush at (41 5)621-8545 ex.
4125.

Sales: College grads opportu
nities for individuals with de
sire to build a career in the
stock brokerage industry.
Send resume to Box 6400,
San Mateo, CA 94403.
Housing is looking for stu
dents to work as custodians.
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athletes only when there is "reasonable suspici
on" the student is using illicit drugs.
In the federal suit, University of Washing
ton cross-country runner Betsy O'Halloran
and the American Civil Liberties Union sued
the school and the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA), claiming mandatory
testing violated her constitutional right to
privacy and due process.
"The way I look at it, it's a victory,"
O'Halloran said, "but I would rather have a
ruling because, if they get dismissed from the
case, what is there to keep them from institut
ing mandatory drug testing in the future?"
"I think the University of Washington has
said, 'We are going to abandon the most
invalid part of our drug-testing program, and
that's testing everyone without valid reason,"'
said David Tarshes, O'Halloran's attorney.
University of Washington's lawyers say the
school's concession may lead the federal court
to dismiss University on Washington from the
suit, but Morris says it is in the school's best
interest to remain as a defendant. If
Washington is dismissed from the case and the
NCAA wins, it could be hit with NCAA
penalties.
University of New Mexico officials, howe
ver, used similar legal logic in deciding to drop
plans to make the university's cheerleaders
take drug tests.
University of New Mexico cheerleaders got
non-scholarship athlete status last year, which
entitled them to receive medical treatment
from athletic department trainers. The univer
sity's rules, however, require students who
receive medical attention from trainers to
undergo drug-testing.
But the school's lawyers thought it was a
bad idea. "I looked at it in the perspective of if
it would be legally supported," said Assistant
Counsel Barbara Mathis. "I certainly didn't
feel it was under the current drug-testing

Greek selection
process questioned

PALO ALTO (CPS) — Frat
ernities and sororities should
change the way they choose their
members if they want to stay on
campus, Stanford University offi
cials said last week.
But finding "objective" ways of
choosing members "would not
work," asserted Durwood Owen,
executive director of Pi Kappa
Phi's national chapter in Charlot
te, N.C.
Nevertheless, Stanford Dean of
Student Affairs James Lyons last
week suggested a policy to give the
Palo Alto campus' Greek houses
three years to establish "objective"
standards for membership. If they
don't, they may have to leave
campus.
The current system, Lyons said,
encourages the student groups to
discriminate on the whole spec
trum of prejudices of race, social
class, family background, religion
and even sexual habits.

In fact, on February 23 the
University of California at Los
Angeles officially recognized
Lambda Delta Lambda, a ninemember sorority formed by lesbi
ans who felt shut out of other
UCLA houses.
"We started it because we feel
excluded from the Greek system
now," explained member Marci
Kay.
Earlier in February, the Univer
sity of Texas-Austin's Panhellenic
Council ended a six-year dispute by
signing a non-discrimination
pledge that University of Texas
requires all recognized student
groups to adopt.
The council had argued that
sororities by nature discriminate, if
only in the sense of choosing their
members carefully.
The traditional system of choos
ing fraternity members, he said,
"isn't broken. There's no reason
to fix it."

Kind of creative? Very orga
nized? Well then you should

WANTED!! Are you an organi
zed, responsible individual
who works well with little su
pervision? Then apply for the
position of ASUOP Academic
Affairs Director. The
Academic Affairs Director is
responsible for developing the
academic relationship
between ASUOP and the Un
iversity and for maintaining
communication between
ASUOP and various campus
groups and organizations. Du
ties fall into four areas: stu
dent representation; grade
grievance; student informa
tion; and executive board as
sistance. Stipend is $ 1,500
per academic year. For more
information call 946-2233.
Applications are due March
14 in the ASUOP office.

laws."
University of New Mexico cheerleaders,
unlike O'Halloran, could care less. "It's no big
deal for us," said cheerleader Kristie Krayer.
A proposal for mandatory drug-testing of
University of Oregon athletes also would fail
state and federal constitutionality tests, Ore
gon's attorney general warned in November.
Attorney General Day Frohmayer said man
datory drug testing without prior suspicion of
drug use would violate state and federal
protections against unlawful search and sei
zure.
Various courts also currently are considering
the cases of athletes from Stanford University
and the University of Colorado, who claim the
drug tests invade their privacy.
In February, a federal judge upheld an
Indiana school district's random drug testing
of high school athletes and cheerleaders.
U.S. District Court Judge Allen Sharp re
cently rejected the claims of two student
athletes that the proposed plan would violate
constitutional bans against unreasonable
search and seizure.
In Schaill and Johnson vs. Tippecanoe
School Corporation, Sharp approved the dis
trict's plan, saying that school officials' desire
for a drug-free athletic program outweighed
the privacy rights of students.
The district's testing proposal covers athletes
and cheerleaders, but not the general student
body. "Courts previously have determined
that the right of participation in extracurricular
activities is not constitutionally guaranteed as
is the right to an education," said Tippecanoe
Superintendent Kenneth Kroger.
The ACLU, which represented the two
athletes, intends to appeal the decision. "The
judge's ruling in this case is contrary to the law
that's out there," said ACLU Attorney Judy
Stewart. "We have very high hopes of getting
it reversed."

Rubes®

By Leigh Rubin

Months after the holidays, Nanook would still be
eating blubber, lettuce, and tomato sandwiches.
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DENVER, CO (CPS) — At the same time
a student — headed for the University of
South Carolina — died of a cocaine overdose
like the one that led to widespread drug testing
of college athletes, two more colleges decided
to rein in their drug testing programs.
Spirited apathy — and the opinion of the
school's legal counsel — convinced the Univer
sity of New Mexico to drop plans to test its
cheerleaders for drug use in mid-February.
And University of Washington officials,
faced with a lawsuit they didn't think they
could win, said they would no longer require
athletes to undergo mandatory drug-testing.
But shortly after University of Washington
announced its decision, a Maryland high
school athlete died after swallowing several
chunks of crack. Rico Leroy Marshall, an
18-year-old football star, was a big fan of
University of Maryland basketball player Len
Bias.
It was Bias' June 1986, cocaine-related
death that prompted dozens of colleges around
the country to start testing athletes, cheerlea
ders, and in at least one case, marching band
members for drug abuse.
But some students objected, and a few
courts have questioned whether schools have
the right to force the students to take the tests.
A Washington State Court, for example,
has ruled mandatory tests unconstitutional,
said Ernest Morris, University of Washing
ton's vice president for student affairs.
University of Washington is also a defend
ant in a federal court drug testing suit that has
not yet been decided. The school opted not to
wait for the decision to stop the testing.
"The reasoning Judge George Mattson
employed in his oral opinion, in our judgment,
is likely to prevail over time," said Morris. "It
simply doesn't represent wise use of
institutional resources to pursue the matter."
Washington, Morris said, instead will test

^

Nights and/or weekends. In
the residence halls. Please call
946-2331.
Homeworkers Wanted! Top
pay! C I.7l 21 24th Ave. NW,
Suite 222 Norman, OK
73069.

WANTED: ASUOP Grocery
StoreManager!!Thej ° b volves supervision of 20-25
student employees, preparing
an annual budget, monitoring
quarterly inventories, supply
purchasing and supervision of
all accounting transactions.
Stipend is $1,500 per acade
mic year. Applications are due
by March 14. Call 946-2233
for more information.

Are you interested in the con
certs industry? Gain valuable
experience as the ASUOP
Concerts Director. The ASU
OP Concerts Director is re
sponsible for booking and su
pervising all major concerts
and special events on cam
pus. The Director is also re
sponsible for contracting
agents, selecting entertain
ment, and coordinating the
Concerts Production Staff.
Stipend is $ 1,500 per acade
mic year. Applications are due
March 14. Call 946-2233 for
more information.
Management Experience Op
portunity - as ASUOP Loan
Store Manager. The Loan
Store Manager is responsible
for the daily operation of the
Student Loan Store, including
adjunct refrigerator rentals.
The Manager is also responsi
ble for budgeting, inventory
and supply purchasing and
maintenance, weekly banking
operations and personnel
management. Stipend is
$ 1,500 per academic year.
Applications are due by
March 14. Call 946-2233 for
more information.
Use what you have learned in
all those business classes!!

Apply for ASUOP Financial
Controller. The Financial Con
troller's responsibilities in
clude distribution of monthly
general ledger reports, quar
terly income statements, and
year-end financial reports.
Great opportunities for busi
ness management. Stipend is
$ 1,500 per academic year.
Applications are due by
March 14. Call 946-2333 for
more information.

Typists - Hundreds weekly at
home. Write: P.O. Box 17,
Clark, NJ 07066.

apply for ASUOP Graphics
Manager. The ASUOP

Graphics Services Manager is
responsible for the overseeing
of all advertising for ASUOP
services and programs as well
as non-ASUOP programs. The
manager is also responsible
for preparing an annual bud
get, purchasing equipment
and supplies, monitoring art
quality, coordinating printing
activities, payroll, billing and
personnel management. Sti
pend is $ 1,500 per academic
year. Applications are due by
March 14. Call 946-2233 for
more information.
Interested in public safety and
student services? The
position of ASUOP Host Ser
vices Manager is available and
it is just what you are looking
for. The Host Services Man
ager is responsible for hiring,
training, supervising and giv
ing assignments to the Hosts
Staff. Other responsibilities in
clude equipment and supply
purchasing and maintenance,
payroll and billing. Stipend is
$ 1,500 per academic year.
Applications are due by
March 14. For more informa
tion call 946-2233.
Interested in the travel indus
try? Apply for ASUOP Travel
Services Manager. The Travel
Services Manager is
responsible for maintaining a
full-service travel agency.
This includes maintaining pro
ficiency on the Sabre travel
computer, personnel manage
ment, billing, and coordinating
group excursions. Stipend is
$ 1,500 per academic year.
Applications are due by
March 14. Call 946-2233 for
more information.

Publications Experience!!
Epock Yearbook Editor now
being hired. The Epoch Editor
is responsible for coordinating
the publication of UOP's an
nual, including recruitment,
selection, training and
supervision of the Staff; edi
torial control of copy, photos,
lay-out style and graphics.
The Editor is also responsible
for coordination with the pub
lisher. Stipend is $ 1,500 per
academic year. Applications
are due by March 14. For
more information call 9462233.

Personal

Big Bro' Renee:
Sure do enjoy study breaks
with you! Thanks for being
such a great help. Have a
good weekend.
Pledge Christina
Desperately Seeking T.S.
Body.
Loved your letter. What's
the bottom line to it, though?
From: Lost in the Pacific
Somewhere.
Housing sign-ups for 1 98889 will be from March 1 7-25
at the Housing Office.
Alcoholics Anonymous Open
meetings on Thursdays from
6:30-8 p.m. McCaffrey Cen
ter Conference Room.

For Sale
For Sale: 1963 VW Baja in
excellent condition. 1970 —
1600 rebuilt engine with new
heads; new steering gear;
new battery; front and rear
torsion bars; oil cooler and
filter; recent paint job; AM/FM
digital stereo with four
speakers. $ 1,500 or b/o. Call
Marvin at 946-01 82 or John
at 465-7449.
Brother Compactronic Typowriter For Sale, has memory,
lift off correction, and Daisy
Wheel type. Less than one
year old. $ 1 75 or best offer.
Call 944-7701.

Dear Matt King:
It's been a wonderful vearl!
Thanks for all your hard work!
You are awesome, dude!!
Love ya, Stephanie Powers
P.S. Here's a quote from
some famous person: "Life
isn't always an explanation."NEA

For Sale: Brother EM 411
Electronic Office Typewriter.
15K memory, spell checker.
Retails for $700. Asking
$500. Call 944-7605.
Yamaha Compact Disk Player.
Excellent condition. Great buy
for $150. 957-4912.

For Sale: Two Front Row Pink
Floyd Sacramento April 20
Tickets. Call for price 9447536, lv. message.
For Sale:1987 Yamaha Razz
Motorscooter. Pink. 290
miles, includes 2 mirrors and
basket. 90 mpg. $550. Call
478-6870 or 951-6586.
For Sale: MACINTOSH PLUS,
external disk drive, keyboard,
mouse. $ 1,000 and I will
bargain. 944-7752. Ask for
Patrick.
Complete Sound System, in
cludes Peavey PA400 mixer,
2 Peavey speaker stacks, 3
Unisphere mikes w/boom
stands, all cables. $750. Call
462-7565 or ext. 2669.
Are you running over too
many rocks with your skis?
Call Matt Swinden at 9447957 to get them repaired
before you go up again.
For Sale: MARANTZ 430 &
MARANTZ 420 professional
recording decks. Must sell, a
deal for any audio enthusiast.
Call for price, 944-7536, lv.
message.
Black & White TV, $30 or
best offer. Very good shape.
Also, three bowling balls,
practically brand new. Best
offer. 476-8809 ask for Lisa.
Bellydancing by MEEI-SHIA,
last seen in UOP's Amahland
the Night Visitors. "Private
parties our specialty." 4772687.
IBENEZ Guitar, "Acoustic."
Beautiful, Albino, New. Ask
for Mike at 476-1435.
Tennis racket, Wilson Pro
S t a f f , mid-size, g r i p 4 1 12.
$70 or b/o. Call 476-8809.
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Racism infiltrates
Unfortunately, it is time to bite the bullet again for
everyone who would like to see an unbiased selection
made during Pacific's search for a new basketball coach.
Influencial people like A1 Campanis and Jimmy "The
Greek" Snyder have made national news with their
remarks which show that racist attitudes are much too
ingrained in professional sports. Obviously, Pacific boos
ter Ralph McClure shares some of the negative attitudes
which have caused influencial people like the Campanises
and the Snyders to be removed from their positions of
powerThe problem is that there is not enough worthwhile
interest by the Pacific search committee to re-evaluate one
of its own members, specifically McClure, after the racial
statements he made during Pacific's home basketball
game against University of Nevada Las Vegas on Fe
bruary 25.
Optimistic anticipation of an upset filled the air as
Pacific prepared to meet and try to defeat the No. 1
ranked UNLV. No one suspected the overt racism which
became evident when McClure yelled from his front-row
seat behind the press table, "Tark, [Jerry Tarkanian, head
basketball coach for UNLV] when are you going to put in
the two tokens at the end of the bench?" Seated at the end
of the bench were UNLV's two white players, David
Willard and Travis Bice.
The rest of the UNLV team is black, yet both Willard
and Bice have played more than black teammate John
Smith. McClure then continued to yell, "When are you
going to put in the guys whose GPA's are over 1.0?"
McClure's statements should constitute his dismissal
from the committee as UOP should not allow room for
that type of thinking. On February 29, according to the
Stockton Record, McClure denied making the statements.
Nonetheless, McClure made racist statements which can
not be blamed on anything but the way he actually feels.
McClure should resign or be removed from the search
committee as his influence will undoubtedly affect the
decision regarding who Pacific's next basketball coach
will be. Since there are black candidates who deserve
consideration for the job, it is questionable as to whether
or not these candidates will receive a fair chance from a
committee which contains a member with an unequivocably racist position.
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Transitions provides opportunity
Dear Editor:
Now that the ASUOP elections
are over I would like to congratu
late the students elected to repre
sent us and offer some ideas to
improve the organization.
Let's begin with student involve
ment. Last year during orientation
I did not hear anything about
ASUOP. ASUOP should have
some representatives present dur
ing the new student orientations to
inform and recruit students.
ASUOP can also enhance its visib
ility by producing a video and

showing it to living units on cam
pus, and, in conjunction with the
admissions office, to prospective
students as well as to new students
during orientation.
Another effective way to in
crease awareness is simply to do
something tangible for students.
ASUOP can let its constituency
know that they are working for
them by conducting student opini
on polls, putting in a Macintosh
lab, getting the Townhouse park
ing lot fixed, and even pushing for
automated teller machines on cam

Boosters should support, not coach
Matthew Swinden
Photography Editor

Education on
substances is needed
Last week Dr. Timothy Leary, the legendary LSD guru
of the '60s, graced the stage of the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall. He did not talk of his experiences with
hallucinogenic drugs. His presentation was meant to
inform. Many of his statements were directed toward a
grave problem in our society. The problem is that our
country spends so much money and effort trying to stop
drug and alcohol abuse, that there is a lack of attention
directed at truly trying to inform and educate.
This problem was recently brought to light at UOP as
the result of an interview with Vice President of Student
Life Judy Chambers in the Pacifican. It appears from
that interview that UOP is more concerned with enforce
ment than with informing.
Contributing to the problem, the University does
not put illegal drugs in the same category as alcohol. The
reasoning stems from the fact that most drugs are illegal,
while alcohol isn't. But if the University is concerned with
the students' welfare, they should look beyond the letter
of the law, and take into account all areas of drug and
alcohol abuse. If Chambers believes, as her interview
implies, that UOP does not have a drug problem, then
someone in the administration needs to take a long hard
look at the real situation. Drug abuse is put behind closed
doors and ignored, but the idea contributes as much, if
not more, emotional and physical distress to this campus
than does alcohol. Furthermore, it is an accepted fact that
alcohol is a drug like cocaine or any other, which means
all substances should be considered equally.
Our country's citizens, young and old, need to know
the truths about all substances, not propaganda designed
solely to scare people away from abuse, but the cold hard
facts, both good and bad. Yes, good. Because regardless
of how bad substance abuse can be, some people enjoy it.
If people are educated on appropriate uses of substances
and their effects, then they will be aware of the dangers
and can control their own destinies. If they avoid taking
precautions, it is by their own free will. And is not "free
will" one of the basic principals upon which our country
js based?
Drug and alcohol use, for better or worse, is a fact on
our campus. It's up to this University, and this country, to
educate the public about substances, regardless of legality,
so that they can make their own decisions. By educating,
many lives could be spared the physical and mental horror
of living with the consequences of substance abuse. And
logically, that should be the primary goal.

pus.
Finally, ASUOP needs to review
potential income-generating
programs and to re-evaluate past
allocations. Getting into a position
to do some of these things will
require a financially sound organi
zation. If ASUOP is going to con
tinue to spend over $128,000 out of
a total budget of $347,000 on salar
ies, workshops and committee mo
tivation, ASUOP will doom us all
to mediocrity.
Before I transferred to UOP, I
was the executive vice president of

Now that the basketball team has achieved an overall record of 21
losses this season, I suppose the Boosters will call for the resignation of
the whole team, and start from scratch with a new coach and a new team.
I feel that it was not good judgement for the Boosters, and ultimately
UOP, to ask for the resignation of Coach O'Neill in mid-season. Just
what were the thoughts of the Boosters as they sat in the stands playing
arm chair quarterback? Did they really think that, by changing the head
coach, the team would miraculously turn around and start winning games
just because there was a new man at the helm? (I noticed that the
Boosters didn't call for the resignation of Coach Cope when his team had
something less than a winning season, even though Cope's contract does
expire at the end of the '88 season.)
Just because there is a new man at the helm doesn't mean the team will
all-of-a-sudden start winning. It's the players that make the team, not the
coach. The players are the ones who do the running up and down the
court every game, not the coach.
How does it look to the players when their coach is asked to resign
mid-season when they themselves are taught never to give up, even
though they may be losing? I am sure the team's morale plummeted after
O'Neill's forced resignation, yet they were expected to turn around and
start winning like nothing ever happened. Are the Boosters really so naive
as to think our team would start winning without their coach?
The Boosters should realize that this is a University and not a
professional sports team. The students who attend this school are here to
get an EDUCATION and not primarily to play sports. Even so, an
athletic program does play an important role in any university; it does
build unity, revenue and reputation for the school.
Now I am not saying that the losing record is the fault of the players. If
the players are giving their best effort out on the court, then that is all we
should expect from them. And we, the UOP community, should take
pride and back our teams, win or lose.
I think that the question concerning our losing athletic teams, with the
exception of women's volleyball, is whether or not we possess the talent
here at UOP to make up good, strong, competitive teams. Let's face it —
UOP is a small, academically oriented University with only 3,500
students. With such a small student population, the athletic teams do not
have a vast pool of players to choose from as compared to some of the
other schools in the PCAA. UOP is just not attracting the talent that

Pacific talks...

some of the other schools are getting.
Picture this: you are a high school basketball or football player who
has been offered a scholarship to both UOP and USC. Both schools offer
your major. USC is located in Southern California near Los Angeles,
UOP is located in Stockton near nothing. USC participates in the Rose
Bowl. UOP participates in the Cal Bowl in Fresno. USC offers you a full
scholarship and a BMW from an alumni. UOP is offering you a partial
or full scholarship and a nice welcome. Now depending on what you
want, USC has a very attractive offer for a talented player.
It seems to me, that if the Boosters really want to help our athletic
teams they should be concentrating on how to get the good players to
UOP, and not play arm chair quarterback from the bleachers. I feel that
if we start getting talented players and match them with equally talented
coaches, then we might start to see some winning games here at UOP.
And that is my perspective.
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Is UOP's Greek system performing to the best of its abilities
or does it need improvement?
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I think it is. I think Panhellenic and IFC have realty
helped. I think, with a regu
latory power like that, they
have someone they have to
answer to. I think they're a
real positive aspect of UOP.

Well, I think given its capabilities and its transitory nature it is achieving its goals
of providing friendships, activities, and some sort of
"hood," whether it be brotherhood or sisterhood. Improvements can be made as
to its image on campus.

No, I don't really think the
Greek system is working up
to its abilities. It seems like
they spend more energy hav
ing parties and getting drunk
than they do on charities and
other activities. I think
maybe they should try re
evaluating their priorities a
little.

If there were more fraternities and sororities with different types of people, then
everyone could find their
own niche. They wouldn't
see the Greek system as being exclusive and dicky,
With a more diversified
range of fraternities and sor
orities, everyone who partic
ipates could find a house
which suited them.

I think it is on the whole, but
through closer work with the
IFC the individual frater
nities can pull together more
and achieve a better sense of
unity which will strengthen
the Greek system.

—
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jjtor's Note:
With bid day behind us and the pledging of fraternities
p-going, the Pacifican felt the University community should address the
Lsent situation concerning the Greek system, both generally and at
]Qp specifically. Dr. Maurice McCullen, a strong pro-Greek, agreed to
fite an article concerning this subject. The hope of both the Pacifican
tii Dr- McCullen is that the University will read this article and learn
pething. Dr. McCullen has relied on his own experiences in a Greek
ijting much different than that at t OP, and also upon his many years as
professor and parent. So please, read on, listen to his message, tnd
take your own conclusions.
for the past 17 years, I've argued with student friends that UOP's
jreek system could work a whole lot better than it does. And during
iese annual office arguments, irritated Thetas and angry Archites have
jpeatedly asked the same questions:
First they ask, "Were you really a fraternity man?" I look 'em straight
,the eye and answer, "Hey, I AM."
A few, who didn't know me well, have asked: "Why do you dislike
raternities so much?" Well, I don't. I love them. As the poet insists:
We be of the same blood, ye and I." We've all been pledges, actives,
oUse officers. We've struggled to reach the same kinds of decisions in
same kinds of meetings, taken the heat together from the
^ministration when we've been wrong, learned some of the same kinds
iflessons in brotherhood and sisterhood.
Occasionally, close friends would still be there, in my office, after the
ust settled. They've had another question: "What was it like then, back
ere... :
Well, it was a very special experience — like yours is — and I always
et a lump in my throat describing the house dances and intramurals and
unity stuff we did. There are a lot of "built in" joys in group living,
lore difficult to explain is the special atmosphere at our
ireek-dominated school, an atmosphere that was not built in. Rather, we
miltit — and re-built it — through education, commitment, and a strong
iesire for harmony.
an on
So let me tell you a little tale about ancient Greeks, so's you'll know
where I'm coming from. Then I'd like to ask you some questions about
.lie state of the system now. Finally, I'd like you to think about a couple
if suggestions.
it type 0f * Back then, every pledge had to pass a "course" in "Greek" history.
i% learned how and why fraternities originated in the South after the
aruprml
Civil War, how the system has(grown and changed, and how we fit into
™' ^1 that. We had to learn other things, too, some of them trivial; like every
'Wi.andaioi,
itional pin, active and pledge. You never knew whether you might meet
ime cunning Zeta Tau Alpha on Spring Break, and she'd be hurt if you
my to san.
Mn't recognize her affiliation.
Our education assumed that grades came first. You didn't get top
WaR.iH ihees to pledge a house known for poor grades. Second, when you
;ed to join a house, you put the house first. You didn't do anything
it would embarrass the house you elected to serve. Kinda like John
Kennedy, in other words, ask not what the house can do for you; ask
rather what you can do for the house.
On the academic side, each house had a study table in the library, and
pledges were expected to study at their table when not in class. You
actually signed in and signed out — Monday through Friday.
The social side was more complex. There was a rough kind of dress
not ball player ill code; sorority pledges were not allowed to chew gum on campus — or
schoolsofii tear slacks. You always wore your pin on campus, and someone would
1Angeki
[emind you as you went out the door if you forgot it. Small change,
(lie ite really, but the point is that you were a visible representative of your house
• cr> youafe at all times, and it was expected that you would show your commitment at
ni you a parti fl times.
: rig on whatyo The dating game was more critical. Get drunk, get your date drunk,
mistreat her, and you were blackballed from her house. You couldn't
>ur athka date over there for the rest of the quarter. Break a date at the last minute
,xi playersl| with a brother, and his house asked your house for an explanation,
hers. I feci to Fraternity and sorority members were expected to treat each other with
•uuallv lalfflU respect.
here ai UOP The whole education had a surprisingly high moral tone, as I look back
on it. Two pledges caught cheating on a pledge test were shocked when
(he house bounced them. When the same pair ran the same number later
in a psych class, the university only put them on probation.
1 didn't realize until later that the principles, and the often "petty"
rules my house asked us to abide by, underlie so many success tul
organizations — religious, military, familial. We were being educated in a
different way than we had been in the Scouting movements or our high
school cliques. We learned that we had elected to be part of a system that
set standards and social tone. We made the on-campus environment
justasyoudo.
.
.. ,
. .
Heavy peer pressure urged us to contribute positively. This isn a
drinking club," erring pledges were admonished; "It s a fraternity!
Harmony, the tone of the Greek system, was hardest to build. We were
'ery competitive, often insanely so. Two big float competitions per year,
intramurals, Varieties (our Band Frolic), AU-Univers.ty Sing
We
competed like maniacs for living room trophies in such things. T at s
what we rushed on (after our grade standing), leading rushees to our
trophy case to swagger over our accomplishments.
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And the jockeying for social position? Man, it was warfare. "How
To which half of the campus has to listen?
many beauty queens date in your house? How many varsity athletes did
— Such things have happened. Is this the way a group of campus
you snag? Who gives the best house parties? Serenades?"
leaders works to create an intellectually harmonious campus atmosphere?
This harmony part I'll symbolize through music, which began with
song practice — every week for an hour. No excuses. You were fined —
progressively: $1 for the first absence, $2 for the second, $4 for the third
****Suggestions
and so on.
Song practices led to serenades — about one a month. After hours
1. Give yourself lots of strokes for your accomplishments and continue
(girls had to be in at midnight, on the theory that if you lock up the
to improve the system as you're doing.
women, the men will go home — we hated it, but it worked) the house
2. What about some real harmony? A true all-University sing, with two
got together, weeded out the drunks (fining them, of course) and went
divisions — Greek and non-Greek. It could be a natural and satisfying
over to a sorority. We sang a "coming out" song and the sorority filed
part of Greek Week. We've got talent here. We've got a conservatory.
out in pajamas. They sang a "welcoming song," and then we both went
Learn more of your fraternity's or sorority's songs. Every national has
into our routines, alternating songs, singing to each other in the
a song book, with some good stuff in it. And get some new ones.
smoothest harmony we could manage.
Harmonize and write new words to a top-20 ballad — or pay a
Some houses took along the house band. Our chief competitors, the
Conservatory student to do it for you.
Betas, lugged along a piano. Their professional jazz pianist arranged a
3. Learn more about your house and about Greek history and
bunch of Stan Kenton numbers, like "The September Song," and
tradition. You're a part of that. You're measured against it. You are an
"Autumn in New York," and we were corroded with envy because of the
elite, and a class act is a class act, not just at Band Frolic but all the time
cool reputation the Betas earned.
— throughout the entire academic year. What should fraternities be
Pinning serenades were special. All the candles were snuffed, except
today? What can they be at UOP?
the house president's. Her candle passed from hand to hand until the new
4. Give the house a higher priority. Plan some events that include the
pinmate blew it out — to shouts and screams and tears. Then she came
whole house, quietly, on campus. Invite a speaker at some of these quiet
out to us (picture this on a warm moonlit fall night) for hugs and kisses,
times to speak to issues that concern the house.
gathered up her guy and stood with him between the two groups of
5. Take better care of your pledges. It all starts with them. Teach them
singers, who serenaded THEM!
what you stand for and teach the fraternity definitions of the concepts
Sounds hokey, doesn't it? Well, it was. But beautiful, too. And the
you stand for: PLEDGE (commitment), INITIATION (look it up),
harmony ... I'll always miss it.
CHAPTER, ACTIVE, BROTHERHOOD.
Song competitions culminated in the All-College Sing, one of a dozen
6. Figure out ways of dealing with your deadheads. Heavy fines work
or so trophy awards we competed for. But, really, we sang all the time:
better with yuppies than with the poor. Set your standards and, if they
after dinner while tables were cleared, at exchanges (house swaps), and at
aren't met, move 'em out of the house. Bar them from house functions.
house parties. On a typical Friday night, a bunch of couples grabbed beer
7. Push the Administration hard to institute Fall Rush. Let's get rid of
and blankets, headed for the hills, built a big fire, and sat around singing.
a calendar that squeezes Rush, Band Frolic, pledging, pledge classes, and
I recall a party in Chicago, after an Iowa State basketball game. There initiation into a couple of months and wipes everyone out. The present
calendar makes upper division students choose between working on Rush
were about 40 of us, all in our forties, and we sailed into this bar just like
and working on Band Frolic; it's unfair to freshmen, and it's unfair to
we used to do and took it over. As soon as the drinks were up, we started
the Greek system.
singing, just like we used to. Pretty soon chairs were shifting around and
Looking over a freshman and his or her grades for a whole semester is
people were getting into sections — because all of it was in three-part
cynical. Commit to that pledge right away, and work to insure that the
harmony. Some of the soloists were there, and some of the guys who did
pledge commits to the house. It takes time and effort to educate pledges,
the descants, warbling high-up like the Bee Gees. When a song didn't jell,
to insure the proper continuity. And, as it stands, you don't have enough
we did it again. When we really hit one, we did it again.
time. See again, INITIATION.
Some old geezer at the bar stood us all a round of drinks, so we sang
8. Continue to push for more national chapters here. Phi Delta Theta
for him. A younger couple came and sat with us. The girl said, "Jeez,
is a plus, but should only be the beginning. And we badly need more
you guys know a lot of songs." The guy said, "Are you some kind of
sororities. What's the response from Pi Phi, Kappa, Chi O?
minstrel troup or what?" We sang together for a couple of hours, and the
9. Help the dorms to organize. Not everyone wants or needs a
thing was, there were maybe ten fraternities represented — and half a
fraternity, but with the loss of the cluster colleges, we have lost important
dozen sororities. Many of the wives, from other schools, joined in,
having heard Hector drone away on the stuff in the shower. "So that's alternative life styles. When certain dorms rushed at Purdue in the '60s,
the campus benefitted from better, more open competition and freedom
what it's supposed to sound like," one wife sniffed.
of choice. South/West had been a model on our campus, and Ritter, at
So that's my symbolic memory of harmony. Just think of it! We knew
our own songs (and harmonized new ones). We knew the best sorority one time, was a Band Frolic force to be reckoned with. The dorm system
songs (and the women knew ours). We often sang together and, 20 years is our other important system. How can you help them?
If you're still reading, thanks. If I've said anything that offended you,
later, we were still doing it!
I apologize. When I see you in harmony as a group, as at dress dinner,
Did we always achieve harmony? Nope. Did we fight and bicker? Yup.
Harmony came and went. We had to work at it. And it was hard work! you take my breath away. You're so beautiful. When you assume your
traditional leadership role on campus, as at Band Frolic, I am awed,
Iowa State granted no humanities degrees then, and 30 class hours was
elated
— and envious. Who isn't proud of you then?
not a heavy load — not 16 — 30!
The reasons for organized living groups hasn't changed. Organization
But, after grades, we tried to put the house first, whenever we could —
works against chaos, works for meaning, makes efforts at harmony
and the Greek system it was a part of.
necessary. Fraternity has been a harmonious note in all of my adult life,
and my wish for you is that there will be an increasing amount of
****-Sbnft QVfeStibns
harmonious, fraternal community in yours.
— If the house comes first, and the life blood of the house is the pledge
class, how can a fraternity allow a pledge to sleep through class? Drink
through the weekend? Look aside while a brother or a sister does drugs?
Is that how brothers and sisters care for each other?
"MUiWNAfiaAKT TflWalS,
— If a house pledges someone with a weak academic background and
:m K PloT -(0 HURT Mfc!
GPA, doesn't it take on a special responsibility? You've hustled that
mi RbouT Tro&E NUCLEAR
person, asking him or her to become part of a special group, offering to
tAft&lLES w CUBA?
help with an all-important part of his or her college life. Is it fair to allow
M PRATERS TURNED
that pledge to party away his/her chances to graduate?
ajpwicw&r
(Study hours kicked in at 7 p.m. at my house and lasted till 11. A
CAiUNta
Me. A "N fcVANGELl&T
couple of the meanest fights I've seen resulted from some Yahoo
\s frKaOTKX JJ
v
breaking quiet hours. And, yes, we pledges sat at our desks for four
^5 CMKWSWTK* M mTHlUfi!
hours nightly, although some of us had never done anything like that
before and the amount we learned — while we were learning to study
*ORE\GN D0UCX \& CONTROLLED
was pathetically small.
Tift trilateral conmsw.
We liked most of our courses as little as you do, but that's not the
a
Hear
of toLE^ could &e reliT"
point, is it? The point is that, like everything else, the more you practice,
50
VEERS to Torsive AM» pews?
the better you become at it — and the more you like it. Right?
If Greeks are the natural leaders on campus, with a rich history and
"mptm iu credit CARDS ARE
tradition growing out of Christian roots, it follows that they should set
MttE MARK OF THE ftWt'7
the tone for student life. You determine the environment here. You set
?U» PARENTHOOD IS OUT TO
the standards. You can make or break a student activity. How is our
CREATE A MASTER RACE /
Greek system meeting this responsibility?
— Don't we ALL look bad if a brawl in the circle makes the Stockton
TOWER OF zmv
Record!
.
.
Doesn't a house announce to everyone that academics are a low
priority item if it books a rock band for Wednesday night? Or Thursday?
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Last week Sexual Awareness Week came to UOP and with it the
one-week availability of safer sex kits to students. The kits contained
condoms with instructions, an AIDS prevention packet and informa
tion regarding safe and unsafe sex practices. The kits were part of an
attempt to educate students about sexually transmitted diseases and to
provide some preventative methods.
Along with these kits, though, arrived some controversy from The
Newman House, a campus Catholic group, as to ithe appropnaterass
of making such kits available to students. Father Murphy of The
Newman House said, "The safer sex kits don't mean what they say.
They're a misnomer." In other words, there is no such thing as safer
an[i the onlv safe thing to do is abstain from premarital sex. He
felt' that making these kits available to students would only mislead
them and influence them into doing the wrong.things. His view
coincides with the Bishop of Stockton's statement about AIDS and
prevenflom
Abstinence outs.de of marriage and fidelity within
marriage as well as the avoidance of intravenous drug abuse, urges
he Bishon "are the only morally correct and medically sure ways to
prevent die spread of AIDS." Essentially, Murphy and The Newman
House do not promote the use of condoms for any reason, and last
The wlide'idSproviding safer sex kits (during Sexual Awareness
Week or any other time) is, in Murphy's eyes, "an affrontery to our
mligious values." According to Murphy, the best way to deal with the
S7of sexually transmitted diseases is
W

^ hcS?the c2>Sc"riii isms of safer sex kits are theoretically
JSft a Se because the, do not pertain to the realities of
sound ney are n
^ sex kits available to students during
SS Awareness' Week was a practical and positive step in combating
the very real epidemic of sexually transmitted diseases.

The chairman of Sexual Awareness Week, Ben Kakimoto, and his
committee worked hard on this UPBEAT program which included the
kits, and as Kakimoto explains, "It [was] not meant to advocate
sexual activity." The committee was very careful about taking into
consideration all possible criticisms of the kits. For example, the
committee understood when developing the program that there is no
such thing as absolute "safe sex." The decision to name the kits safer
sex" kits implies that there are methods and devices available in
reducing the chances of spreading sexually transmitted diseases. Also,
in response to complaints regarding the distribution of the kits to
students, the committee voted on whether or not there should be
actual distribution of the kits. "It was decided that we would not
distribute the kits (or force them on anyone). Instead we would make
them available to students at lectures throughout Sexual Awareness
Week," stated Kakimoto. These kits did not invade the religious
values of the Catholics or anyone else. No one was forced to go to the
lectures or to pick up a kit.
When asked about the rights of those who hold different beliefs
than his, Father Murphy said that nothing is preventing those people
from going to Longs Drug Store and purchasing condoms. This is a
rather irresponsible statement. It would be more socially responsible
for a student organization such as UPBEAT to try and see that those
students who feel that premarital sexual activity is all right for them,
have access to correct information on diseases and preventive
methods. It is not UPBEAT's place to mold the personal morals and
values of students on human sexuality, but it is their place to provide
the education and means to allow students to shape their own attitudes
towards human sexuality.
Sexual activity is a reality of college life, and it is not going to
disappear simply because we do not want to deal with it. Father
Murphy has the right idea in wanting to address why students believe
or do not believe in premarital sex, but he needs to couple that with a
practical outlook. Morals and personal values are not shaped or
changed overnight, but it is vital that prevention methods be made
available, now and in the future.
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My Life As A Dog
story about man's best friend
Kristin S^hwellenbach
Senior Staff Writer

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Friday, March 11
Laura Waltensperger, Flute (Student Recital)
Recital Hall
Rita Litchfield, Mezzo Soprano (Student Recital)
Recital Hall

7 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

Saturday, March 12
Pacific Music Clinic
A.G. Spanos Center
Pacific Music Clinic Concert
A.G. Spanos Center

All Day
7:30 p.m.

Monday, March 14
Guest Artist Satu Jalas-Risito, Violin (granddaughter of Jean Sibelius)
(Part of the Festival of the Arts)
8:15 p.m.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Wednesday, March 16
Guest Artists The Lyra Ensemble, Harp, Viola, Flute, Piano, Mezzo |
Soprano (Part of the Festival of the Arts)
8:15 p.m.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Admission by $4 scholarship donation; UOP students admitted free.
Student recitals free of charge. Call (209) 946-2415 for further
information.
Saturday, March 19
Donna Kloppenberg, Piano (Student Recital)
Recital Hall

8:15 p.m.

(This is the second in a series on the
Best Picture nominees for the
Academy Awards. The film re
viewed here is subtitled and is
played in limited areas.)
Don't let the title fool you; My
Life As A Dog is not a film about

the life and times of man's best
friend. The principal character in
this sweet, shrewd story about
growing up is a 12-year-old Swe
dish boy, Ingemar (Anton Glanzelius), whose life is turned upside
down by his mother's terminal
illness. The "dog" of the title is
Laika, the innocent canine cos
monaut sent into orbit by the
Soviets during the early days of
space exploration. Ingemar com
pares himself to the helpless pup,
pointing out that, no matter how
bad things may seem, they could
be worse.
Director Lasse Hallstrom has
created a deeply moving, genuine
tribute to the resilience of children.
The film is less about Ingemar's
pain than it is about the joy of
finding a new life and love. We feel
for Ingemar, who is tossed back
and forth between relatives until he
finally comes to rest at his aunt and

"March Winds" — UOP Symphonic Wind Ensemble, Robert
Halseth conducting (Part of the Festival of the Arts)
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
8:15 p.m.
Admission by $2 scholarship donation; students and children admitted
free of charge.

Jazz hits Blackwater Cafe
The Blackwater Cafe in Stockton will be featuring The Quintessance, a local jazz quartet, tonight, Thursday, March 10. The perfor
mance will start at 9 p.m.
Quintessence is made up os UOP students Robert Honeychurch,
tenor sax; David Post, piano; John Loundagin, bass; and Denny
Stilwell, drums.
The Blackwater Cafe is located at 912 N. Yosemite. Come support
jazz in Stockton!
There will be a small cover charge.

Auditions for One Act Plays
The UOP department of drama and dance announces auditions
for student directed one-act plays. They will be held in the DeMarcus
Brown Studio Theatre at 7 p.m. on Monday, March 14 and Tuesday,
V/fnroh 15. Auditions
A nrlif Jzxrxe are
nr-Ck open
Anpn to
tr\ all
oil UOP
T TfYP students,
ctllftantC faculty
faPllltV and
Ctaff
March
and staff.
The plays to be presented are: F.M., directed by Echo Rozzi, Juvie,
directed by Alice Tanzillo, Hello Out There, directed by Almudena
Rbdriguez, Aria Da Capo, directed by J.T. Holmstom and Savage/
Love, directed by Colin Thomson. Auditions will consist of cold
readings and improvisations. Play and character descriptions are
available in the drama and dance office. For more information call
946-2116.

'Voice of the Voiceless" heard in Stockton
In honor of National Women's History Month, Voice of the
Voiceless will be presented today at 4 p.m. in the Z-East Building at
the University of the Pacific. This thirty-minute work is based on Sally
M. Miller's book, The Selected Speeches and Writings of Kate \
Richards O'Hare and will portray the experiences of, O'Hare, the
famous public speaker who was imprisoned as a wartime dissenter in
1919. The play was first performed during the Unitarian Art Show last
October. Admission is free.

the Arts 1988 is an eye-popping
exhibition of graphics at the art
department's Richard H. Reynolds
Gallery in Quonset 6. San Francis
co's Experimental Workshop lives
up to its name with immense monoprints,
large-scale
and
multi-colored woodcuts, mixedmedia prints, paper bas reliefs and
other wonderful surprises that fill
the gallery with color. A significant
show, it reveals how creative artists
can be when working with media
dependent on equipment and tech
nology. The exhibit is open now
through March 24. Gallery hours
are Monday through Friday 8
a.m.- 5 p.m. and Sunday 2-5 p.m.
Stop by to take a look.
The Conservatory of Music in
vites you to hear Satu Jalas, violin
ist and granddaughter of famed
Finnish composer Jean Sibelius,
lecturing on "The Finnish/Folk
Influence in the Music of Sibelius"
on Friday, March 11, at noon in
Faye Spanos Concert Hall. Admis
sion is free. Jalas, who performs
on her grandfather's violin, and
pianist Sun Kuyng Lee will present
an All-Sibelius recital on Monday,
March 14, at 8:15 p.m. in the Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. Admission
is $4; UOP students admitted free.
Another Festival event includes
a performance by the internation
ally-known Lyra Ensemble on
Wednesday, March 16, at 8:15 p.m. This is an unusual quintet
featuring piano, flute, harp, viola
and mezzo soprano. The group,
headed by Jane Galante, pianist, is
based in San Francisco, but has
played all over the world. Admis
sion is $4; free to UOP students.
The third musical event will be a
concert by the UOP Symphonic
Wind Ensemble, featuring works
by visiting composer Ron Nelson,
and the world premiere of a new
piece written especially for this

Applications are now being accepted
for editorial positions for the 1988-89
Pacifican staff.
These positions include:

Editor in Chief
Business Manager
Managing Editor
Production Manager
News Editor
Asst. News Editor
Editorial Editor
Entertainment Editor

Feature Editor
International Editor
Sports Editor
Photography Editor
Copy Editor
Distribution Manager
Secretory

Applications, along with job descriptions, are available in the Pacifican A si IOP
and the ChaDlain's Office.
asuup
Due date for Editor in Chief and Business Manager applications is Monday, March
21,1988. All other applications are due Thursday, April 7,1988.
Turn in all applications at the Pacifican office, 3rd floor of Hand Hall.
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Campus Paperback Bestsellers
. Ttw Eye* of ttw Dragon, by Stephen King. (Signet/NAL,$4.50 ]
Enthralling masterpiece of magical, evil and danng adventure.
2. The Prlnceof Tides, by PatConroy.(Bantam, $4#^)The beauty
of South Carolina and the dusty glitter of New Yak Oy.
3 Garden of Shadows, by C.V. Andrews. (Pocket, $4.95.)
Beginning of the horror that beset the Dollanganger family.

S. Calvin and Hobbes, by Bill Watterson. (Andrews, McMeel $
Partier, $5.95.) Cartoons about the life c< a little boy.
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4. Windmills of the Godt, by Sidney Sheldon. (Wamer, $4.95.)
Story of a woman trapped by international conspiracy.
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6 The Far Side Observer, by Gary Larson (Andrews, McMeel, t
Parker, $5.95.) Latest Far Side cartoons
7 A Season on the Brink, by John Feinslein. (Fireside, $4.50.)
Indiana UniversiyjbasketbaH team during the 1965-86 season
8. Love I. Hell, by Matt Greening. (Pantheon, $5.95.) Frank
straightforward presentation of facts, theories and wishful tntnwr^
"gTThe Book of Questions, by Gregory Stock. (Workman, $395.)
Provocative and challenging questions to ask yourself.
10. Billy and the Bolngere Bootleg, by Betke Breathed. (Life,
Brown. $7.95.| Latest Bbom County cartoons
*mOevema

Artful entertainment
A major part of the Festival of

Tuesday, March 22

mother bedridden again, weak and
weary but determined to reach out
to her children for what may be the
last time.
As it turns out (and you'll have
to see the film to see what hap
pens), My Life As A Dog is not a
tragedy at all, it is a beautifully

uncle's house in the serene Swedish
countryside.
Set in rural Sweden of the 1950s,
this movie is full of bawdy, slap
stick humor and affection, which
contrasts nicely with the more som
ber scenes of Ingemar's mother's
sickness. The film is so accurate in
its protrayal of the world from a
child's standpoint that the exagger
ation of certain scenes seems some
how right; things are larger-thanlife because that is how young
Ingemar sees them.
When Ingemar first arrives in
the country to stay with his rela
tives for a short time while his
mother is recuperating, it seems as
if he has come at the worst time.
The house is crowded with people
and no one seems to notice the
little boy. But he makes the best of
another bad situation, finding
friends in the neighborhood and
even having a bit of pre-pubescent
romance with a pretty tomboy
from the soccer team.
Just when Ingemar begins to like
his new-found friends, it is time to
go home because his mother misses
him and wants to have him nearby.
This is the time for Hallstrom to
really pour on the pathos. We ache
for Ingemar and his older brother
when they come home to find their

*ebrr color
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State Scarlet, by David Aaron.(Pocket, $4.50.) Thriller that showe htm
the nation'scommand, control and communlcaions system could
out ol control in a crises.

occasion by Conservatory Dean
Carl Nosse. Robert Halseth will
conduct. Admission is $2; UOP
students free. Tuesday, March 22,
8:15 p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert
Hall.
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Over the Edge, by Jonathan Ketlerman. (NALJSignrt, $4.96.)
Compulsive page-turnertitled wah insightand chargedwWi suspense

want to

color. Vi

use the silver
whole picture.

IHUeye, by Joyce Carol Oates. (Berkley, $395.) She rose up to
perilous heights of lame. Yet a haunting emptiness carded her heat
deeper into her own treacherous past

Haagen-Dazs

®

.and Belgian Dark Chocolate -- Unbeatable
Use your coupon!

Open Late

MARCH LANE

at Pacific Ave.

Pick vour Picture
for the Yearbook
If you've had your Senior Pictures
taken, the proofs will be on campus:
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be returned by April 8 in order
to appear in the yearbook.
ffashBacks Studios in the 'Waterfront 'Warehouse
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Cracker Jack Music therapy harmonious to all
slacks off
Jerry Hunt

Staff Writer

Robyn Bullard

**rvh r

Feature Editor
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Often the phrase "When I
was a kid..." seems a bit
overused and reserved for older
generations, but certainly we
can't
overlook
the
disintegration of many institu
tions which, when we were kids,
seemed practically holy.
It's not time to get philoso
phical, so we'll keep it light.
Let's start with Cracker Jacks.
Yes, Cracker Jacks. Though
it may seem trivial, the excite
ment of tearing into a box of
these caramel-coated goodies
has been all but lost, as the
company cuts corners by invent
ing stupid prizes built to break.
Not to say that they didn't
break when we were kids. But in
the good old days, we were
awarded tattoos, stickers and
little reusable plastic drawing
boards. Once in a while, on a
good day, we could expect to
find two prizes in one box. Or
maybe even a ring. Today, as
college students, we can't even
figure out the plastic contrap
tions that are said to "spin,"
"twirl" and "fly" across the
room.
But Cracker Jacks are just
the beginning. While browsing
through the coloring books of
children today, we can expect to
find uncolored pictures of ro
bots, droids and machines that
no child in his right mind would
want to color. Who wants to
use the silver crayon for the
whole picture?
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While we're on the subject of
droids, can we talk about car
toons? No longer are Bugs
Bunny and Fred Flintstone the
heroes of children everywhere.
Today they've been replaced by
faceless figures
and metallic
morons who talk like characters
in an English-dubbed Godzilla
movie and move about once
every 30 seconds. Best describ
ed, they are animated Rambos.
And what about cookies? It's
practically impossible to get
your hands on plain Oreos these
days. There are fudge-covered
Oreos, double-stuff Oreos, ice
cream filled Oreos, giant Oreos,
miniature Oreos, Oreos on a
stick, Oreos on a string and
Oreos with fluoride. We can't
"fiddle with the Oreo middle"
anymore. We can't even find it.
Well, the list could go on and
on, and we could complain
forever, but to what avail? The
world won't reverse its techno
logy just for us, and we surely
don't expect it to. Though not
always readily available, we can
usually find some lasting memo
ry of our childhood if we really
feel the need. Delve into those
rerun channels and dig up those
old cartoons. Need a sugar fix?
Some eccentric specialty and an
tique shops may have some old
Pez dispensers lying around.
People may call us radical, oldfashioned and living in the Dark
Ages, but we'll hold our head
high and let them.
They've probably never even
heard of Cracker Jacks.

ASUOP artists
draw attention
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ASUOP artist Pat Halloran.
Kim Schumacher
Staff Writer
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WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE
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American Heart
Association

"...it is just as important, if
not more, for these children
to learn a musical instrument
as any other child."
-Janet Bass

The project offers lessons to the
children for three types of
instruments: guitar, keyboards and

recorder. All of these instruments
were donated to UOP by Yamaha
International especially for the
Community Music Therapy Pro
ject.
The only funding for the project
is generated by a music festival
held in the fall. The fundraiser,
whicli is held at the Blackwater
Cafe, is called the Blackwater
Music Festival. The money is
raised over three evenings of jazz
and classical music performed by
local artists, UOP students and
faculty. If you have any questions
regarding the Community Music
Therapy Project or would like to
make a contribution, please call
Wendy Cole at 946-2419.

Leary philosophy hits diverse debates
Paul Nichols
Staff Writer

As he spoke last Wednesday to
a large audience, Dr. Timothy
Leary focused on a number of
topics ranging from computers to
drugs to jazz, giving the audience
his insightful perspective on each
topic.
When Leary walked out, he re
called his last talk at UOP, when
he said he was "two billion years
old." At present, he says that he's
now a little older. He considers
himself to be a "performing philo
sopher," or the Pete Rose of philo
sophy, a title which he has held for
the past 38 years.
What does he mean to do with
his philosophy? Evidently, he
wants to share it, but his intentions
are to figure things out, shock the
establishment and check the com
pass bearings. He encourages peo
ple to think for themselves, and
said that he would give the audi
ence a chance to philosophize as a
team, but never got around to this
team philosophization.
Leary laid out the problem, stat
ing that "the situation with the
human race is all fouled up."
Problems of religious wars are ex
amples of "tumorous thinking,"
he believes, and there is an epide
mic of "malignant thought," in
which cancerous ideas abound and
take over one's mind. He gave
these cancerous thoughts his own
word "thunk," and referred to
the Ayatollah Khomeini as an
example of a peddler of these can
cerous thoughts, because those
who believe in one god, and that
non-believers are evil, make
reasoning difficult.
Leary gives "Millenia Madness"
as a reason for the current state of
chaos and tumorous thought. He
refers to 1,000 years ago when the
book "Revelations" of the New
Testament was written and became
a bestseller. In relation to this
fatalistic book describing the
world's end, Leary says that Rea
gan, Weinberger and North are all
preparing for the new Armaged

don.
Leary also mocked television re
ligion and the 700 Club, whose
hosts talk on the phone with God
while displaying a look of indiges
tion. "God is pissed at liberals,
democrats and moderate republi
cans," while the members of the
audience are "stoned,by the oceanic
power of group consciousness."
Leary spoke about the present

drug situation and the war on
drugs. To him, the war on drugs is
an "oversimplified cancerous
thought." He discussed the Drug
Enforcement Agency, but didn't
think there should be an agency
which forces people to take drugs.
He is curious about the illegalization of marijuana and about its
status as the number one cash crop
in America. We're stamping out

Dr. Timothy Leary during Wednesday 's lecture.

"any healthy industry that's possi
bly making money," said Leary.
He gave an overview of drug
related deaths throughout history.
For purposes of comparison, he
referred to alcohol and handgun
related deaths, which claim tens of
thousands of lives, whjle marijuana has claimed far few£r lives. How
do you die from marijuana usage?
According to Leary, the 18 people
who have died from marijuana
usage all "ate themselves to de
ath" because of the munchies, or
"laughed themselves to death."
Leary spoke up for the artists
that "good middle class Americans
wouldn't have around." In Leary's
opinion, James Joyce is not a
writer, but a "word processor,"
breaking up ideas into parts and
blending them together. Leary
compared jazz and rock and roll
with anarchy and the breaking
down of order. Enough of the
factory produced music, "now it's
Einstein on the piano."
He ended his talk by suggesting
we draft our government officials
like the NFL teams draft players.
He thought Gorbachev would be a
good progressive leader, and sug
gested trading Reagan for him so
that Reagan could "stand in Red
Square while the tanks go by,"
because, after all, Reagan does like
the military.

What kind of book

•• •

a. Has never been marked up with highlighter pen?

b. Lets you tear out pages whenever you feel like it?
c. Requires no extensive reading or studying?

The Exclusive
UOP Checkbook!
from the Bank of Stockton

PROTESTANT
[ \
WORSHIP
\
SERVICE
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HOW DO YOU GET IT?
It s easy. Just come in to any Bank
of Stockton Office and ask our New
Accounts Representative to open a
checking account for you. If you
deposit a minimum of $500...your
first 200 checks are FREE!

Withstanding the Test of Time
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
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child and allows the children to
express themselves in a setting
which is sensitive to their learning
needs."

Therapy student practices with student instructors Liz F.lkaim and Denise Dugal.
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Posters, banners, flyers and
pamphlets swarm the University,
many of which are done by ASU
OP Graphics; but who are the
artists behind the graphics?
In a nutshell, the talented group
includes Patrick Halloran, Stacy
Gelche, Debbie Hamon, Steve
Grokaski and Marcus Blunt.
Though still students, their talent is
remarkable and holds much
promise for the future.
Debbie Hamon, a sophomore at
UOP, has been working for ASU
OP Graphics since she was a fresh
man and wants to continue until
she graduates. Debbie is a graphic
design major, so she says that the
work and her major coincide per
fectly because she can apply what
she learns in her classes to her
work.
Debbie pointed out that you do
not have to be an art or graphic
design major if you want to work
for ASUOP Graphics, but you
need to be creative and enthusiastic
about the job. One of the designs
that she recently made was for the
"Stand Up Philosophy" tie-dyed

shirts which advertised Timothy
Leary's speech. Debbie works ten
hours a week at $5 per hour; she
loves the work and has a lot of fun
working with the other graphic
artists.
ASUOP Graphics is available
for anyone on or off campus. The
clients simply see the manager,
Stephanie Meyers, or the assistant
managers, Karen Pelissetti and
Melissa Clutters, and request what
they would like to have printed.
ASUOP Graphics produces not
only flyers and posters, but also
does invitations, business cards,
envelopes and shirts.
The process of graphics produc
tion begins with the artist drawing
the works and designs in black on a
white sheet of paper (8'/2 x 1 1 " ) .
T he colors are added afterwards,
and each color must be done on
separate sheets. When the process
is finished,
the colors and the
drawing are combined.
ASUOP Graphics is open to
anyone at UOP or in the
community. The office is located
within the ASUOP Office, next to
the Grocery Store. (Second floor
McCaffrey Center.) For more in
formation, call 946-2233.

Last week, a UOP music stu
dent was observed reaching four
children how to play keyboards,
while their mothers looked on. The
song they were playing was a sim
ple one, probably a song most take
for granted. The four children
were practicing for a recital which
will be held April 17; it will not
only represent the hard work of the
children, but of others as well.
For the last three years here at
UOP, there has been a charity
project which has gone unnoticed
by many. Otherwise known as the
Community Music Therapy Pro
ject (CMTP), its purpose is to
teach handicapped children how to
play musical instruments. The only
reason the program exists today is
a result of the giving on the part of
many. The director of the CMTP
is graduate student Wendy Cole.
In an interview, Cole explained
that the teaching staff consists of
15 UOP students who are all
volunteers; they receive no money
or class credit. When I asked Cole
why these students (including her
self) felt compelled to make such a
contribution, she said, "It is a very
rewarding feeling to help these
special children and see them grow
as a result."
Approximately 45 children are
currently enrolled in the six week
project. Their ages range from
four to seventeen. Most of these
musicians-in-training come from
Stockton, Manteca, Lodi and a
few other surrounding areas. The
parents of these children are appre

ciative of all that the CMTP has
done, including Janet Bass, mother
of one of the children. "This is a
wonderful opportunity for the chil
dren and they love it," said Bass,
because "it is just as important, if
not more, for these children to
learn a musical instrument as any
other child."
The benefits from this type of
therapy are many and have been
used for all types of handicaps
ranging from Cerebral Palsy and
deafness to Aphasia and blindness.
One might ask why the CMTP and
other programs of this nature are
so successful. Cole said that music
therapy "provides a nonthreatening environment for the

Dr. Gary B. Putnam
University Chaplain
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international
International briefs

Choosing between the two Germanys...
one," Eckart says. She points out
that she has a slim chance of
making it to the West again, but
also mentions her determination to
keep her writing above political
Howard Moseley
games.
foreign Correspondant
Like many frustrated Easternbloc writers who travel to the
Gabriele Eckart made her first
West, Eckart asked herself whether
trip to West Germany from East
she should stay there or return to
Germany a little over a year ago.
the East. Her story is unique,
The Hamburg Buchmesse invited
because she decided to return.
her, along with other notable Ea
Eckart's desire to return to the
stern-bloc writers, to participate in
East began with her growing heimtheir annual literary trade show.
weh, a German word for the unne
To her surprise, she was permitted
cessary yqt natural feeling of ho
a visa to attend.
mesickness. She says her pain was
No other East German writer
something more than the summer
was permitted to attend. Eckart
camp blues. The differences be
says this is typical for her country,
tween "her" Germany and Westwhich according to her, "adheres
Germany made her trip unbeara
to the motto "divide and con
ble. "Sometimes I believed I was in
quer." She says that the country
a science fiction film," she says, "I
passes out privileges such as travel,
was abroad and even though they
automobiles and food to writers in
spoke
German, it still seemed more
an effort to "buy" their silence
foreign than I thought possible."
and avoid receiving criticism.
Eckart continues, "This didn't
"This trip could be my last'

East...

frighten me, but I felt superfluous,
a spare, unnecessary." In a large
society oriented toward mass con
sumption, one person doesn't seem
to have much say, she felt.
Her desire to return was also a
reaction to aspects of Western life
that she found distasteful. "Pretty
soon [after arriving in the West],"
she relates, "I was sad that I was
always walking on asphalt and be
ing overtaken by cars. I noticed the
out of the ordinary friendliness of
shopkeepers and waiters. It was as
if everybody wanted to sell me
something."
There were plenty of good things
Eckart found in the West, too. The
taxis waiting for passengers, the
variety of goods for sale, and the
rows of bananas at the store made
an impression on her — she was
accustomed to people waiting in
line for things, not things waiti'-.e
for people. She also enjoyed "the
fact that books in the West were
printed without having to pass the

or

topic, an occasional reflection on
East-West differences, but nothing
that got the censors or leadership
of her country ruffled. Her father
is a functionary in the party and
she enjoyed a long period as a
"Party-Brat" (a reference to polit
"Wer an der Welt gerochen
ics, not social life).
hat, mochte den Duft nicht mehr
After returning from her first
missen. Mithen kalkuliert man, ob
trip to West Germany, she was
bewusst oder un bewusst, sein polasked by Der Spiegal to write some
itisches Wohlverhalten."
thing about her trip: "an East(Whoever in the world has taken
German Indian in the wild-west."
a smell, doesn't want to miss those
Objecting to the premise, she wrote
sweet scents. Consequently that
candidly of her stay in West Ger
person reckons, knowingly or un
many, describing the good and bad
knowingly, their political behavior
of
her experience and leaving out
accordingly.)
the cowboy/Indian stereotypes.
Cornelia Trakce wrote these
Her article paid particular atten
words to describe life in East Ger
tion to the dilemma she felt, choos
many. As a creative writer in an
ing between East and West Germa
East-bloc country, Cornelia finds
ny: "Toward the end of my trip,
the situation frustrating, like
friends said to me, 'it is hard to
putting a leash on imagination. She
bear you anymore.' In every
did something about it; she defect
conversation I immediatly forced
ed. Now she lives in the United
the GDR [East German] topic in,
States, on the one hand eager to
reasons for and against [returning],
start fresh, but on the other ob
like someone who's lost a limb
liged to live in the shadow of her
and can only talk about the lost
past — a past complicated by her
limb."
defection, a past she will not allow
The account sparked a reaction
to be printed, a past that makes her
among
authorities in East Germannew life hard to adjust to.
y, who thought her story was
Her creative writing began with
dangerous. Her look at the pros
a collection of short stories. Nor
and cons of living in either Gprmal, everyday life was often the

West?

censor authorities.
The feeling of euphoria wore oil
for Eckart after a few days. For
her, the polluted Rhine River con
trasted sharply with the charming
countryside. The trains, just like
life, seemed to run too fast in West
Germany. "Even the clocks go
faster in the West," she said. Most
disappointing to her was the
"Reeperbahn" in Hamburg, a
street of sex shops and shows
where women "were led off as if to
slaughter" and "love was in fast
motion."
As her visa approached expira
tion and the good and bad of her
western experience tumbled in her
head, Eckart's reflexes eventually
decided for her. She left for East
Germany with "equal feelings of
hate and homesickness nearly kil
ling me." "Maybe," she hoped,
"hate is one version of love."

many, despite her criticism of west
ern life and her decision to return
home, were too explicit and provo
cative to those people who deter
mine such things in Communist
Germany. Consequently, she be
came subject to arbitrary harrassment, questioning, and arrests by
police. Her next work, "So sehe
ich die Sache" (That's how I see
things), raised the stakes.
Based on a collection of 21 taped
interviews with teachers, workers,
bosses and small government offi
cials in Havelland, her book con
tained heavy criticism of everyday
life in East Germany, including the
education system and poorly oper
ated state-run business concerns.
Her writing and later interviews
with Sinn und Form, an East
German newspaper, cost her. She
would return to her apartment to
find things broken and scattered,
but nothing stolen, aware of the
possibility that her room had been
bugged, her telephone tapped, her
mail checked in the process. At the
peak of tensions she was beaten by
government bullies.
It was this atmosphere, antago
nistic at best, between Cornelia
and authorities, that prompted her
to take advantage of her second
trip to West Germany to defect, a

SIS alumnus Anker to speak

Latin Coffeehouse next"week
'Latin America is very close to the United States geographically, yet
most Americans know relatively little about the region," said Sammy
Obaid, president of the International Student Association. "Hopefully
this will give students the opportunity to experience a little bit of this
fascinating land," Obaid continued.
Obaid is referring to ISA's upcoming Coffeehouse on March 15. The
event will feature a slide show depicting the many countries in Latin
America, giving participants a brief look at the culture and lifestyles in
the region. In addition to the slides, Latin American natives will offer
entertainment in the form of contemporary and traditional music and
costumes.
The Coffeehouse will be held in the Bechtel International Center from
7-9 p.m. on March 15, and admission is free. ISA is sponsoring the event
in cooperation with ASUOP.

Wanna buy a
&
A*
watch?

Classic watches from
the 20's & 30's
Rolex, Patek, and more!

w/1 2 month warranty
474-7532
712 W. Swain Rri
Next to Pacific Bowl

WAfter"ompleting

his studies, Anker began an extensive career in
international banking. During his lengthy affiliation with the First
National Bank of Chicago, Anker served the Asia-Pacific and
Continental/Eastern European regions by opening branches, subsidi
aries, representative offices and affiliates of the bank m areas; from
Manila to Hong Kong to Germany. He has worked abroad out of
Tokyo, Japan; Hong Kong, Frankfurt, Germany; and Beijing, Ouna
While in China, he served as First Chicago s country head, opening
the first representative office of an American bank in the People s
Republic of China. In 1982, Anker became the bank s senior vice
president and head of international marketing. He is now a rancher in
Tuolumne County and is active in several civic groups.

I

delicate and yet simple matter of
ignoring the expiration date on her
visa.
After her defection, her two
main concerns are surviving in her
new environment and not doing
anything that would harm her fam
ily back home. In the former she
has found considerable help from
West German officials, the
university community in Europe
and in the U.S., where she is
engaged as a resident author at a
prominent university (in Texas)
during the spring semester.
To prevent the latter, she repeats
her story only in private or in small
groups, never to reporters. She
may now live in the West, but she
believes it still necessary to live by
the rules of the East; "Wer an der
Welt gerochen hat ... kalkuliert
sein politisches Wohlverhalten," if
she hopes to someday visit her
family. She is convinced the people
over here don't have time or inter
est for such matters, and hopes to
protect her family and father's
position by saving her breath for
those who would listen, and more
importantly, would be able to help.
She explains that going public isn't
worth the consequences.
Based on a casual conversation
with Cornelia.

dent during the fall, spring or
summer of the current academic
year. The letter must be on school
stationery and stamped with the
university seal (letters from indivi
dual professors or department
chairpersons are not acceptable).
4. A receipt showing that full
tuition has been paid for fall,
spring or summer of the current
academic year.
Graduate students may submit
either of the following as proof of
student status:
1. Letter from the University
registrar or dean stating that the
student is considered to be
matriculated by this University in
his/her particular field. The Univ
ersity seal must be stamped on the
letter.
2. Grade transcript from the
registrar showing enrollment and
dated for the fall, spring or sum
mer of the current year.
Foreign students holding the F-l
visas are also eligible for the ISIC.
Interested students may apply
for the ISIC on Monday after
noons from 1-5 p.m. in the Bechtel
International Center. If individual
students cannot come to the office
during this time, they may make an
appointment by calling 946-2591.

Chez Zabeth
Our morning begins at 7 a.m. and doesn't end until
_ p.m. Come and enjoy homemade muffins, fluffy
omellettes, fresh made belgian waffles, eggs to order
and the best quiche in town in the warm and relaxed
atmosphere at Chez Zabeth.
Have your coffee on us when you join us for break
fast until 2 p.m. every Saturday at Chez Zabeth in the
Waterfront Warehouse.

•s^sUSF

David R. Brower, the first executive director of the Sierra Club,
will be the guest lecturer at this week's "World on Wednesday ^
luncheon-lecture. He will speak on the topic "Trend Is Not Destiny
— A Case for Global Restoration. Brower, who has been active in
conservation issues since 1938, is also founder of Earth Island Institute
and Friends of the Earth.
oasis
IIDnCAT
"World on Wednesday" is sponsored by UPBEAT, OAblb,
COP A and the offices located in the Bechtel International Center.
Lunch will be served free to all UOP students. All others are asked
to contribute a $1-2 donation.

World Affairs Scholarship available
Scholarships are available for full-time students to attend the World
Affairs Council's Asilomar Conference in Monterey, April 29 - May
1, 1988. This year's topic is "The U.S. and USSR: Changing Societies,
Changing Policies." Keynote speakers so far include Arthur Hartman,
Former U.S. Ambassador to the Soviet Union; Lt. General William
. Odom, director of the National Security Agency; Brent Scowcroft,
former U.S. national security advisor, and Dr. Gail Lapidus, chair of
the Berkeley-Stanford Program on Soviet International Behavior.
Scholarship application forms are available from Cortlandt Smith
at SIS or students can call or write the World Affairs Council, 312
Sutter Street, Suite 200, San Francisco, CA 94108, (415)982-2541.
Scholarship Program Coordinator is Eloise Jonas. Hours are
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Applications and two recommendation forms must be received by
the Council by Thursday, March 24, 1988. Scholarship decisions will
be announced during the week of March 28, 1988.

Mohammed Hakki to speak
Mr. Mohammed Hakki, a former Minister of Information for
Egypt and current Egyptian journalist, will give a presentation on
Egypt and the Middle East, Thursday, March 24 at noon in George
Wilson Hall. A free luncheon will be available. SIS, political science,
and Middle Eastern foreign students are encouraged to attend. This
event is open to the University community and public.

Japanese study offered
The Mombusho (Japanese Ministry of Education) is offering
one-year scholarships in Japan to currently enrolled undergraduate
students in their junior or senior year. Applicants must be U.S.
nationals, over 18 and less than 30 years of age (born between October
2, 1958 and October 1, 1970), and specializing in a field related to the
Japanese language or Japanese culture (as either a major or a minor
subject). Applicants must demonstrate adequate knowledge of the
Japanese language. Scholarship recipients must be able to leave for
and arrive in Japan between October 1 and 10, 1988.
A Japanese language examination and interview are required of all
applicants. The language examination will be given on May 21 at 10
a.m. Interviews will be given between May 23 and 26. Completed
applications must be submitted postmarked no later than May 13.
Application forms are available through March 31, by writing to 5
Fremont Center, 22 Floor; 50 Fremont Street, San Francisco, CA
94105.
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Friendship Families expanding
The International Friendship Family Program (IFFP), sponsored by
the Office of International Services and Orange Aide, is seeking
University families who would enjoy forming a special friendship with
a student from another country. Friendship families are expected to
invite their students to their homes once a semester and participate in
one group activity such as a cookout, potluck dinner or a trip to some
local attraction. Additional meetings are encouraged, but are arranged
between the student and the family. For more information, contact
Barbara St. Urbain or Christine Grzesiak at 946-2246.
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Cal Stare

two 12" pizzas
w/2 toppings

$6P1us tax $1

Open: 7-3 Mon. - Sat., 9-3 Sun.
4 4 5 W. Weber no. 1 2 6
941-2204
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KiSa

* soft crust
* tasty pizza
* lowest prices
* free delivery

Come join the Saturday Morning
Breakfast Club at

H
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WOW: Trend is not destiny

The Office of International
Programs has now become an
official issuing office for the Inter
national Student Identity Card
(ISIQ.
The ISIC identifies the holder as
a bona fide student anywhere in
the world. It also offers the holder
travel discounts and benefits, in
cluding reduced student airfares
and automatic insurance against
accident related medical expenses
($2,000) and in-hospital sickness
($100/day for 60 days). The 1988
ISIC is valid through December
31,1988.
To apply, students must bring a
1.5" x 2" passport-style photo
graph and proof of student status.
The price of the 1988 ISIC is $10.
Any one of the following is
considered acceptable proof of un
dergraduate status:
1. Grade transcript from the
registrar, indicating degree-seeking
status and dated for fall, spring or
summer of the current academic
year.
2. Student body card validated
for fall, spring or summer of the
current academic year.
3. Letter from the registrar or
dean stating that the student is a
matriculated, degree-seeking stu

Annette s Coins

•II11'5

the Free University of Berlin, Anker will
/JnteVJSlSSt
given by the Pacific Alumni Association. The School of International
Studies will also give a reception in his honor on Tuesday, March
,
from 4-5 p.m. in George Wilson Hall. Later that evening, Anker will
speak on international business careers with interested students. The
discussion will begin at 8 p.m. and will also take place in George

UOP foreign students
can get I.D. card here

SH
Students involved in the Open Assembly of the School of Inter
national Studies (OASIS) represented UOP at this year's International
Friendship Day, held on February 28. They organized and manned a
booth at the event, sharing information about UOP and the School.
Pictured here are Selena Spain and Julie Lorton.

Jit'
v

Past senior vice president of the First National
Wallace Anker, has been selected as the School of Internatto
Studies' first alumni fellow. A graduate of econom^s and internatioiial relations studies at UOP (1951), the University of Heidelberg and
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Men's Basketball at PCAA Tournament
Women's Basketball at PCAA Tournament
Men's Tennis hosts New Mexico State
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Saturday, March 12
Baseball hosts Alumni (2)
Softball at Fresno State (2)
Women's Tennis hosts Kansas
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Tuesday, March 15
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Softball at San Jose State (2)'

Softball hosts Cal State Fullerton (2)
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All Day
All Day
2 p.m.
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Women's Tennis hosts Miami (OH)
Men's Tennis hosts USF

1:30 p.m.
2 p.m.

Wednesday, March 16
Baseball at California
Men's Tennis hosts Idaho State

2:30 p.m.
9 a.m.
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Sluggers try to improve records
J.K. Tokyo
Senior Staff Writer

Baseball has rough weekend
Last weekend, the Tiger base
ball team travelled to the Universi
ty of Nevada-Reno to avenge their
season-opening loss to the Wolfpack, but it was not to be. The
games were close, but the Wolfpack swept the three game series,
winning by scores of 4-9,3-6, 3-4.
In the first game, on Friday, the
Tigers scored one in the first inning
when Dan Dencezk singled, stole
second and scored on Robert Flippo's single.
The Wolfpack roared back in
the bottom of the first, scoring five
runs. Unfortunately, the Tigers
could not recover from that on
slaught.
One highlight of the game for
the Tigers was Tony Lonzinski's
hit for his fourth home run of the
year.
On Saturday, the Tigers squared
off against the Wolfpack in a
double-header.
The Wolfpack took an early 4-0
lead in the first game of the after
noon and the Tigers got as close as
3-4 in the top of the seventh: Tim

Thursday, March 17
2 p.m.

Men's Tennis at St. Mary's
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Discussions have taken place regarding a name change for the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association (PCAA), effective fall of 1988.
Writers and broadcasters throughout California were enlisted to come
up with the new name and the two finalists are "The Big West" and
"The Wild West." Stay tuned to the Pacifican for updates on this
proposal.

Women's tennis meets
tough competition
Derrick Kau
Staff Writer

A trip to Arizona last weekend
put the women's tennis team's ov
erall record at 6-6. They fell to No.
16 Arizona (8-1) and No. 17 ASU
(8-1) but were able to end the trip
on a winning note by defeating
Purdue (6-3).
Tiffany Lee, a senior on the
team, thinks the team could have
done a little better against the
ranked Arizona teams, although
the scores were not indicative of
the way they played.
Senior Julie Fairchild was sur
prised that scores were not closer,

but thinks the team is playing
better with every match. Coach
Gordon Graham believes that they
should have won more matches
because some of the games could
have gone either way. He added
that the seniors are starting to play
better and are the keystone to the
success of the team.
In the upcoming week UOP fac
es Kansas, Miami, Ohio and Ne
braska. Each team is about the
same calibre as the Lady Tigers.
Graham sees these matches as a
good test for the squad to become
tougher because from here on out
the competition does not get any
easier.

Lady Tigers drop two
Mike Schneider
Staff Writer
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The UOP women's basketball team ended its regular season this past
week with road losses on Thursday and Saturday — 101-58 to San Diego
State and 62-56 to Cal State Fullerton, respectively. The Lady Aztecs of
San Diego used a powerful front line to dominate the Lady Tigers.
Forward Jessica Haynes popped in 24 points and pul ed down^ 16
rebounds, while forward Brooke Meadows had 18 points and center
Chana Perry added 17. Julie Szukalski and Debbie Geyser each scored
•tBafSPfough< duel at Fullerton, the host Lady Titans used 13
points from Frances Benson and 11 from Wendy Ahaeto defeat^UOP.
The Lady Tigers got 19 points from Szukalski and another 14

to tote
uSfSntel host Long Beach 4*rs in the
round oHh
PCAA Tournament. The 49ers defeated UOP by a 98-57 score two weeks
ago at the Spanos Center.
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Quinn singled, Kevin Burke ran
for him and stole second, then
scored on double by Lonzinski.
After Ron Beverly sacrificed Lonz
inski to third, Todd Deck hit a
run-scoring single.
The Wolfpack scored two in
their half of the seventh to put the
game away, however.
The second game of the after
noon was decided by one swing of
the bat. In the bottom of the
fourth the Wolfpack's centerfielder slammed a three run dinger to
break a 1-1 tie.
Pacific managed to get two runs
back in the bottom of the sixth,
but it was too little too late.
On Tuesday, Pacific hosted the
Gators of San Francisco State, and
came away 4-2 winners.
Starting pitcher Greg Enloe pit
ched his first complete game of the
season for his first win of the
season.
Pacific plays host to the alumni
team in a double-header this week
end before hitting the road to face
California next Wednesday.

Tom Gregory
Senior Staff Writer

The Pacific men's basketball
team saw the regular season come
to an end last week, and also
became the first Pacific team to go
winless in the Pacific Coast Athle
tic Association, when they lost to
San Jose State 80-59 and Utah
State 102-73.
On Thursday, the 5-22 Tigers
went to the San Jose Civic Audi
torium to play the Spartans, who
are now 12-14. The Tigers shot
under 40 percent from the field
and were not able to keep up with
San Jose in the second half. The
Tigers did manage to stay within
reach during the first half, and
even took a three-point lead early
. in the second, but the Spartans

The second game had a surprise
starting pitcher in Sue Cardinale.
She did a good job, walking no
batters and allowing only two runs.
The Tigers scored two unearned
runs in the first when Lisa DeBenedetti singled and scored on Har
per's triple. In the fourth, Harper
slammed a Gaucho pitch over the
left field fence to give the Lady
Tigers a two-run lead. Pacific
scored two more runs in the sixth
to take a 4-0 lead and they turned
out to be necessary runs as UCSB
scored three runs in the seventh.
The two teams played a doubleheader at UCSB on Monday, but
this time the teams split.
Bradach pitched the Ladies to a
2-1 victory in the first game while
Shandra Konschak suffered a 2-3
loss in the second game.
The Lady Tigers stay on the
road and play a twin bill at San
Jose State tomorrow and topranked Fresno State on Saturday.

Softball wins three of four
over UCSB
The Lady Tiger softball team

Golf vies to contend
Derrick Kau
Staff Writer

The John Burns Invitational in
Hawaii was the second tournament
of the semester for the golf team.
In a field that had nine Top 20
schools competing, including the
top three teams in the country,
UOP placed eighth out of 26
teams. They finished four strokes
ahead of No. 9 UCLA and 23
strokes in front of No. 20 UC
Santa Barbara, one of the Tigers'
chief rivals for the PCAA title.
Coach Glen Albaugh was very
pleased with the squad's perfor
mance, especially the final round,
when the team shot a round of one
over par. He believes the team
could possibly receive votes for a
ranking because of the good show
ing in the tournament.
The Tigers' best finisher
was
junior Aaron Bengochea, who

fired a three round total of 216,
placing him six strokes off the lead
and giving him a twelfth place
finish.
Juniors Mitch Lowe and John
Hearn both compiled a total of
222. Senior Jeff Hellman ended
with a 224 and freshman Jerry
Mullen had a 229. Bengochea,
Hearn and Mullen have played
high school golf in Hawaii.
On Monday and Tuesday, UOP
competed in a regional golf
tournament in Rancho Murietta,
California. The other members
playing on the golf team are seni
ors Tony Perino and Rod Matteri;
Sophomores Trey Curtola, John
Haun and Sean O'Rourke; Fresh
men Scott Olds, Darren McCray
and Brian Buzzini. The team
competed on January 25 and 26 in
the Bill Bell Invitational in Arizona
and placed seventh out of 16
teams.

Brian Thompson/the Pacifican

BACK OFF: A UOP Lacrosse player, Chris Castro, secures his position
against a Cal Berkeley player during competition on Brookside Field last
Saturday. Cal won the match by forfeit due to a Western Collegiate
Lacrosse League referee not officiating the game. Pacific's overall record
this season is 2-5. Pacific will travel to play Chico on Saturday, March 12,
and there will he additional coverage on Lacrosse next week.

Technique works to James' advantage
Brian S. Thompson
Sports Editor

It is 10 minutes before practice is scheduled
im
to start, but walking across the footbridge over
the Calaveras River, scholar athlete Kenny
James quickens his pace towards Brookside
Courts. James is not hurried because he is late,
but rather because he loves playing tennis.
Once he gets on to the court for intercollegi
mm
ate competition, James becomes increasingly s
dangerous. According to James, there are only f
two things on his mind, "excellent technique, .
and winning." Of course, there are exceptions
made on the latter during practices, but James
is always thinking of using excellent technique, i
"Some people have told me that my techni
ques are unorthodox, but that's all right
because it works for me," said James.
Born in Tokyo, Japan, James came to the
Pacific's Kenny James
United States when he was an infant. His
father is American and his mother is Japanese,
Most of the time, James would practice at
so James fondly refers to himself as AmerAsiOak Cliff's Kiest Tennis Center, which is
an. Both James and his parents continue to
located in a suburb of Dallas, where there were
periodically visit Japan, but James was raised
at least 16 courts, a well-stocked pro shop, and
in Dallas, Texas. His first sport was soccer, but
usually all the advice and pointers he could
at age 16, James became hooked on tennis. His
handle on any given occasion. But because he
mentors at that time were two really good
was determined to be one of the best tennis
tennis players, Insue Kim and David Lowe.
players in the area, James began winning in
These two individuals were like big brothers
both high school and junior college competi
and two best friends when they assisted James
tions, with successful results.
with his game.

Hoopsters finish depressing season
were relentless and pounded ahead
63-47. The real problem for the
Tigers was a rebounding disadvan
tage of 42-22, and four for 11
shooting from the three point line.
Domingo Rosario put in 26 points
for the Tigers and Christian Gray
popped in 18 points. Jon Barry
and Gray each pulled down four
rebounds.
Saturday brought with it more
of the same as Pacific headed to
Logan, Utah to face the Utah State
Aggies, who ended their PCAA
schedule with a 14-5 record. Pacif
ic was never really in this one as the
Aggies ran to a 50-20 halftime lead.
Pacific shot 61 percent
from the floor in the second half,
but the first
half performance
overshadowed this and the Tiger
overall shooting percentage was

bounced back from a poor show
ing at the Arizona State Tourna
ment to take three out of four
from PCAA rival UC Santa Bar
bara.
On Saturday, the Lady Gauchos
travelled to Stockton to face the
Tigers in a double-header. The
Ladies swept the series winning 5-1
and 4-3.
In the first game, the Lady Tig
ers came out hitting and the result
was five first inning runs. The big
blow of the inning was a three run
homer by Shellie McCrary.
All UCSB could muster in the
game was one unearned run in the
fifth.
Suzie Bradach pitched the whole
game, scattering five hits and
striking out eight. Offensive stars
besides McCrary included Mary
Harper, who went two-for-two,
scored one run, and stole a base,
and Sara Paul, who had three hits
and scored one run.

only 38. One high point for Pacific
was a solid 25 point, nine rebound
effort by senior Gray, and a 12
point, nine rebound performance
by freshman Don Lyttle.
For Tiger coach Denis Willcns,
it was his team's 21st straight
defeat. But the season isn't over
yet. The Tigers still have another
chance this Wednesday when the
PCAA tournament begins in Los
Angeles. Pacific will be matched
up with San Jose State once again
and game time is set for 9 p.m. The
tournament is set up so that every
team has a chance to come out
with an invitation to the NCAA
tournament. If the Tigers beat San
Jose on Wednesday, they will
advance and play again on Thurs
day, against one of the top seeds
who have a bye for the first round.

Summer Positions
Available
(pat nps

Will be on campus
Tuesday, March 15
lO.OO am.-2 p.m.
To Recruit Summer
Staff

While attending Hillcrest High School,
James produced an impressive 35-2 record at I
number one singles play in tennis. James was I
ranked tenth in doubles in Texas as a senior in
high school, fourteenth in men's open singles,
and fifth in open doubles. James stressed that
it was much harder to continue winning in
college because everyone was definitely much
more serious, and there were many more
foreign players who were exceptionally tough
in competition.
But now, without question, James is an
experienced, determined, well-coordinated
athlete who wants to be a winning player for
Pacific. Most important, James wants the best
education attainable while attending Pacific.
James is 20 years old, and is an International
Relations major. Although trying to be an
outstanding student and a tough-playing ath
lete is not easy, according to James, this
semester is off to a good start. At present,
James is a junior transfer student from Gray
son Junior College in Dallas. Officially recruit-1
ed by Pacific's men's tennis coach Dick Ricks,
James has a full tennis scholarship, and is the
number one singles player on the team.
James has found that the team attitude is |
conducive to him playing his best games.
"Everyone is really cooperative and the bene
fits of that type of team effort make us all
perform well," said James.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

NAUGLES
is offering

10 percent OFF

Counselors/Instructors
Maintenance, Kitchen
Janitorial, Laundry
and Office.

any purchase for student with

Contact The Place
ment Office for an
Application and further
Information.

4601 Pacific Ave.
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BANKERS BOX

WORCESTER WIRE

BANKERS BOX
ECONOMY STORAGE BOXES
701

Storage Box.
Letter Size
Storage Box.
Legal Size
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.

WORCESTER WIRE

3750CLR Box Soaling Tape,
2x60 Clear
3750TAN Box Sealing Tape,
2x60 Tan

4 10
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60012
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65012

Letler size, 3" deep
Legal size. 3" deep
Legal size. 5" deep
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Filament Tape, 1"
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Magic Trans. Tape,
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Magic Trans. Tape,
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CLASP ENVELOPES

Dual-Roll Dispenser
Desk Top Dispenser

831-01
832-01
833-01
841-01
842-01
843-01
844-01

13 08
13.08
13.08

621-01
622-01

Colors Black (BLK). Chocolate (CHO).
Putty (PTY) Gray (GRY)

623-01

9 27

Metal Roller Pen,
Blue
Metal Roller Pen,
Red
Metal Roller Pen.
Black

•

9x12*. sub 32
10x13*. sub 32
10x15*. sub 32
12x1516", sub 32

13.04
15.81
19.00
21.11

t;P,etic^daC

UST/EA

1560

13.08
13.08
13 08
13.08

1568
1569
1570
1573
1574
1579

Letter Stackable
Tray
Stapler
Tape Dispenser
Letter Tray
Memo Holder
Calendar Holder
Legal Tray

8.49
24.98
14.98
8.98
6.98
7.29
11.98

Colors Ebony (-1). Smoke (•3).
Burgundy (-17), Putty (-21). 156B and
1569 not available m Smoke.

14.28

FELLOWES

14.28
14.28

FELLOWES

r

UST.BX

246K
252K
254K
258K

at j llcl

IMAGE DESK ACCESSORIES

ELDON

METAL ROLLER

4.95
7.40

Executive
Dispenser, Walnut

Ultra-Fine Flair. Blue
Ullra-Fine Flair. Red
Ullra-Fine Flair.
Black
Flair Pen. Blue
Flair Pen. Red
Flair Pen. Black
Flair Pen. Green

v0 P
Kth31

UST/DZ
USTtA

C39
C40

1068
10.68
10.68
10.68
10.68
10.68

UST'DZ

2.04
2.71

Fine Pt.. Black
Fine Pt.. Red
Fine Pt., Blue
X-Fine Pt.. Black
X-Fine Pt., Red
X-Fine Pt.. Blue

FLAIR PENS

PAPERMATE

BENCHMARK

1068
1068
1068
10 68
10 68
10.68

2.25

USTEA
725

Medium PL, Black
Medium Pi. Red
Medium Pt., Blue
X-Fine Pt., Black
X-Fine Pt.. Red
X-Fme Pt.. Blue

UST-ST

UST/RL

p,r-<

3 55
4 55
5.00

4.84

^fr|fnrnngfl

*• ?

UST/OZ

29001
29002
29003
39001
39002
39003

UST/EA

UST/RL

3.60

EXPRESSO PENS

SANFORD

WIRE TRAYS

BOX SEALING AND FILAMENT
TAPE

3M

UST/EA

hi

40% OFF
LIST PRICE

OFFICE SUPPLIES
SALE!

PENTEL

\

"LIBERTY" NON-MAGNElIC
COPYHOLDER
UST/EA

21103

Letter Size, Putty

17.95

Packed 100 par boa.

LEADS AND MECHANICAL
PENCILS

PENTEL

r'

I

QUICKER CUCKER

PENTEL

r• y

CATALOG ENVELOPES

PD345T
UST/BX

9x12". sub 28
10x13*. sub 28
im*x14V4". sub 28

UST/DZ
LIST'SA

C505

3 79

Quicker Clicker
Pencil, 0.5 mm

P207C

PILOT

BIC
BIC

HERLITZ

USTEA

P205A

,'
-"S

9.60

Specily 2B. B. H. HB

Colors. Smoke (A). Red (B). Blue(C).
Green (D). Yellow (OA

25.49
31.32
38.70

\*C
J*-

Hi-Polymer Lead.
0.5 mm

P209G

Mechanical Pencil.
0.5 mm
Mechanical Pencil.
0.7 mm
Mechanical Pencil.
0.9 mm

LEGAL PADS

HERLITZ

4.49

UST/OZ

4.49

71100

4.49

71105
71200
71205

BETTER BALL POINT PENS
BP-SF
BP-SM

UST/OZ

MS11
FS11

71300

UST/OZ

ASSORTED WRrTING
INSTRUMENTS
Crystal Stic Pen,
4.20
medium
Crystal Stic Pen.
5.40
line
Cufcys Mac* (BLK). Blue (BLU).

Refillable ball point.
line
Refillable ball point.
medium

10.68

71305

10 68

BL11

6.60
11.40
11.88

julfcFairchild

13.80
14.28

DENNISON

Colors Black (BLK). Blue (BLU).
Rod (RED).

Bod (MO)

AF11

6.60

Legal Pad. 5x8",
White
Legal Pad, 5x8".
Canary
Legal Pad, 816x11",
White
Legal Pad, 816x11".
Canary
Leqal Pad. 8)6x14",
While
Legal Pad, 816x14",
Canary

COPIER LABELS

Accounlanls Fine
9.48
Pen
COAVJ Block (BLK). Blue (BUJ)
Brile Liner
8.28
Highlighter
CoAvi Bkm (fM.UA Groan (GRN)

UST/CT

SPOTLITER FLAT
HIGHLIGHTERS

37-121
37-141
37-131

UST/DZ

SW-LF'

Pink (PNK). RTJAUW (Y£U

Spolliter Highlighter

9 48

1x2%", 33/sheet
1%x2%". 24/sheet
2x4". 10/shoot

28.06
28.06
20.06

ACCO/HUNT

Packed 100 sheets per cat ton.

Colors Blue (BLU). Green (CRNA
Orange (ORG). Pink (PNK). Yfcflow (YELI

ACCO/HUNT
STAPLERS
UST/EA

QUARTET

LIQUID PAPER
UQUID PAPER

DENNISON

/Gkjml

QUARTET

CORRECTION FLUIDS

/

TACK-A-NOTE & GLUE STICK

73501

UST.DZ

73401

00-156
00-196

Tack-A-Note, bulk
Glue Stick, Large.
bulk

00-166

Glue Stick. Regular,
bulk

2303

567-01
568-01
569-01
570-01
571-01
573-01

HI

710-01
747-04
^

Correction Fluid.
Ledger Buff
Correction Fluid,
Ledger Green
Correction Fluid,
Canary
Correction Fluid,
Pink
Correction Fluid,
Blue
Correction Fluid,
Green
Correction Fluid.
Ivory
Correction Fluid,
For Copies
Correction Fluid,
Pen A Ink

1.59

2304

Aluminum Frame,
2x116'
Aluminum Frame.
3x2'
Aluminum Frame,
4x3'

15.50

QUARTET

17.00

07-742
07-745
07-746
07-749
07-886

27.00

07-887

ERASABLE MARKER BOARDS
UST.EA

S531

MARK K WTPC

S533

60AAP

S534

1.59

Aluminum Frame,
2x116'
Aluminum Frame,
3x2'
Aluminum Frame.
4x3'

45.00

1.59
08-887

RUBBERMAID
RUBBERMAID

Kraft. A-Z,
Letler size
Kraft. A-Z,
Legal size
Leather-Like.
A-Z. Letter size
Leather-Like,
A-Z. Legal size

K119A
R217A
R219A

l

8 75

2360

11.25

2362

10.20
2372
13.85
2373

CLASSIFICATION FOLDERS

C502-5A-20

Letter size,
red
pressboard
Legal size.
red
pressboard

Cleatmat, 36x48,
Lip 20xf2
Cleatmat, 45x53.
Lip 25x12
Cleatmat. 48x60.
Lip 25x12
Cleatmat. Utility
45x53
Cleatmat, Utility
48x60

75.40
89.45
82.50
92.35

2816 Qt.
Rectangular

5.00

Colors B&ge (BGE). Black (BLK).
Dark Brown (DKBRN)

i\

SANFORD

3002S

While You Were Out
Pad, 5x3"

3.98

Color An*. 12 per pack

Is

UST/EA

4005
4006

Message Book. WB,
4/page
Message Book. WB,
3/page

6.98
6.59

SANFORD

13 08

BUSINESS FORMS

13 08

UST/EA

DUO-TANG
50125

Double-Rcckel
Portfolio

MAJOR ACCENT
HIGHLIGHTERS
25005
25006
25009
25010
25025
25026

Highlighter, Yellow
Highlighter. Orange
Highlighter, Pink
Highlighter.
Turquoise
Highlighter.
Flor. Yellow
Highlighter.
Flor. Green

T I

Stop by and see the new
line of HP business and
science calculators!

UST/OZ

9.48
9.48
948
9.48
9.48
9.48

Clear Aceiale Front
Portfolio

Hel|mian

WILSON JONES

13.08

S1654NCR

53540

Packod to per boa.

UST/PK

11.40

S1657N

PORTFOLIOS

7.50

11 40

60 05

UST/EA

38.23

Telephone Message
Book

J(

UST/EA

WASTEBASKET
2956

TELEPHONE MESSAGE
FORMS

50-176

948
948
9.48
948
1 I 40

Money Rece Pt.
duplicate
Money Rece Pt.
triplicate
Money Rece pt.
dup. NCR

13.85
13 30
19.25

fc'WP'o

WILSON JONES

LIST'S X

at

COPYHOLDER

8.83

LIST/EA

Colors: Assorted (-00). White (• 10).
U Blue (-20). Dk Blue ( 23). Giay ( 30).
Rod (-58). Yellow (-70).

33.55

TOPS

Hi-Liter. Yellow
Hi-Liter, Green
Hi-Liter, Blue
Hi-Liter. Pink
Marks-A-Lot,
Regular, Blue
Marks-A-Lol.
Regular. Red
Marks-A-Lol.
Regular. Black
Marks-A-Lol. Large.
Blue
Marks-A-Lol. Large.
Red
Marks-A-Lot, Large,
Black

S1654N

RUBBERMAID

UST/BX

C402-5A-2D

CHAIRMATS
2358

UST/EA

K117A

PHONE MESSAGE BOOK

UST'DZ

1.59

EXPANDING RLES

AIGNER

HI-LITERS & MARKS-A-LOT

1.59

SMEAD

AIGNER

4200

1.59

1.59

09

24.75

1.59

1.59

13.95

USTEA

USTEA

566-01

10.45

CORKBOARDS
2301

Correction Fluid.
White

17.88
25.08

Half Strip Stapler,
Black
Full Strip Stapler.
Black

W11B

9x12" Deluxe,
Black

26.95

25.03

1115

Bradley

tthe best

.

Dr

i

for nati
Past

nts

0.d

8 , thc

Schai

Jon

Colors: Black (-05). Wtuie (-10).
LI Blue (-20). Dk Blue (-23). Gray (-30).
Brown (-40). Red (-50) Green ( 60)

No further discounts.
Items not in stock can be ordered with
one day service on most items.

Open every
Saturday

University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2327
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